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ABSTRACT
This report describes work done to.analyze and evaluate
the attitude control performance of the Solar Electric K-opulsicn
System (SEPS). A thrust vector control system for powered flight,
control is examined along with a gas jet reaction control system,
and a roaction wheel syctem, both of which have been proposed for non-
powered flight control. Comprehensive computer simulations of each-
control system were made and evaluated using a 30-mode spacecraft
model.
Results obtained indicate that thrust vector control and
reaction wheel systems offer acceptable smooth proportional control.
The gas jet control system is shewn to be risky for a flexible structure
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SECTION 1
' INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This report presents the results of a comprehensive study i
undertaken to establish the attitudejrontrpl performance provided by
the Solar Electric Propulsion System (SEPS) for the planned International
Comet Mission. • . ,
1.1 BACKGROUND
The "Halley Flyby/Tempel 2 Rendezvous (HFB/T2R) Intprnational
Comet Mission" presents a rare opportunity to fly by the comet Hal ley
enroute to rendezvous with a second comet (Tempel 2). This mission1
is possible by usinq a Solar Electric Propulsion System (SEPS) with a
modest performance level based on current technology. An ecliptic
plane projection of the overall heliocentric trajectory is illustrated
in Figure 1-1.
The scientific objectives of the mission are the determination
of the chemical composition and physical structure of cometary nuclei
and comae, investigation of the dynamic processes occurring at; the
surface of nuclei and within the comae, and investigation of the inter-
action of comets with the solar wind, including study of the formation
of and structure of cometary tails.
The mission plan calls for a single flight system to be launched
by the space shuttle/inertlal upper stage in the summer'of 1985. The
flight system (Figure 1-2; is composed of three basic elements:
i) THE SPACECRAFT, which Includes all rendezvous science
electronics, booms, and platforms, will provide deployment,
pointing, power, commanding, and <«»ta collection for the
science payload. It will also provide sequencing control
for the probe and the SEPS.
11) THE PROBE, which will be released at Halley, will contain
Us own set of science instruments.
111) THE SEPS, which is a standard space transportation vehicle
capable of carrying planetary or Earth orbital payloads
^International Comet Mission: Halley/Tempel 2 Mission Baseline,
NASA/ESA Docjnent JPL 626-2, November 1979 (JPL Internal Document).
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Figure 1-2. HFB/T2R Flight System Configuration
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on missions for which ion propulsion is appropriate. It
includes the mercury ion drive thrusters, mercury storage
tanks, and two large (each 32 m long) solar panels
which provide the energy for the electric propulsion.
Besides power and propulsion, the SEPS provides flight
.system attitude control and maneuvering and contains
associated celestial sensors and gyros.
The fast flyby (57 km/s) encounter with Halley occurs only four
months after launch, when Halley is approaching perihelion about 1.5 AD
solar ranye. The Halley probe is released from the spacecraft to acquire
data on a ballistic path through the atmosphere of Halley, while the
rendezvous spacecraft is deflected by the SEPS for safe flyby to tte
sunward side of Halley. The spacecraft makes remote observations of
Halley during flyby as well as servi.ig as a relay link for the data
acquired by the probe and transmitted in rea* time to the spacecraft.
The SEPS provides thrust virtually .continuously throughout the
heliocentric transfer portion of the mission, with thruster-off periods
restricted to brief intervals required for Halley probe deployment,
Halley encounter data acquisition, and a few special engineering and
science instrument calibration sequences during cruise. The number of
thrusters operating ai.id the thruster throttle level are programmed for
optimum utilization of the available solar array power as the solar
distance changes.
Rendezvous with Tempel 2 requires a total flight t<me of nearly
three years, and is scheduled to occur about two months before comet
perihelion. The standard mission Is scheduled to extend tor a year after
Initial rendezvous with Tempel 2 to permit extensive exploration of the
cometary environment and nucleus until Tempel 2 1s 3.0 AU from the
Sun.
Attitude control and maneuvering throughout the mission is provided
by the SEPS, both during powered flight to and around Tempel 2, as well
as during unpowered orbital operations about Tempel 2.
Attitude control during pcwered f\1ght is achieved by gimballing
of the Ion drive thrusters under what will be called "thrust vector
control." This control method is used virtually continuously during
the first 3 years of the mission while in the heliocentric transfer
portion of the mission. After Tempel 2 rendezvous the ion engines
must be turned off. and will only be used infrequently (a few hours
a week) to permit tha desired circumnavigation of the nucleus.
With the thrusters off most of the time following rendezvous,
a second means of attitude control must be^provided. Two candidates
that have been proposed are 1) gas jet reaction control, and
2) momentum wheel control .
1.2 STUDY OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
The SEPS/ICM Flight System represents a new kinci of space
vehicle. What makes it different from past spacecraft, from the point
of view of attitude contro], is its shear size and flexibility. The
2 large solar panels (required to provide the large amounts of energy
needed to operate the ion thrusters) give the vehicle a wing span of
~75 m (246. ft) and result in very large vehicle inertias (200,000 frg-m ).
Available control torques to handle these large inertias are low.
Constraints on system weight force the solar panels to be thin,
lightweight structures.., and, hence, quite flexible.
The objectives of this study have been to understand the nature
of the control problems associated with this large flexible vehicle and
to evaluate the attitude control performance provided by the baseline
SEPS for the International Comet Mission for the 3 control methods under
consideration:
1. Thrust vector control
2. Gas jet reaction control
3. Reaction wheel control.
The baseline attitude control performance requirements for SEPS/ICM are
given in ref. [1J. Those requirements are to provide a pointing of the
vehic'-a within +_ 1° of a celestial reference direction with a maximum
rate not to exceed l°/s. •
The approach used has been one of time domain analysis
(through digital computer simulation) of a comprehensive flexible
dynamics model of the vehicle, augmented with the corresponding control
laws and control hardware models. Each of the 3 control methods has
been studied by simulation of the following four specific maneuvers:
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1. Complete vehicle turn about the sun-line.
2. Reorienta»<on turn of the SEPS bus while simultaneously
rotating the solar panels so as to keep them pointed
to the sun, as the bus turns.
3. Acquisition of small i n i t i a l position errors and rates.
4. Attitude control in the disturbance environment created
by Science Scan Platform slewing'.
Section 2 presents the model of SEPS/ICM along with a
description of the specific 'maneuvers considered, and several other
study assumptions. The systems description, and performance evaluation
for thrust vector, gas jet, and reaction wheel control are included in
sections 3, 4, and 5. respectively.
1.3 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS .
The main contribution of this study is that it establishes
the Attitude Control Performance characteristics of SEPS for the 3
proposed control methods: TVC. Gas Jets, and Moment Wheel Control.
The performance characteristics obtained are given as maneuver perfor-
mance plots in sections 3, 4. and 5. '
In addition to the performance characteristics,
considerable insight and experience has been gained durinq this study,
pertaining' to the control of flexible spacecraft in general, and of
the proposed flexible SEPS/ICM, in particular. Advanced simulation
programs have been created which simulate SEPS flexible dynamics and
constitute a sophisticated analysis and decision making tool immediately
available for further use. should it become desirable.
A principal conclusion of this study is that both of the
proposed TVC and Reaction Wheel attitude control (A/C) systems
constitute acceptable control options for SEPS/ICM in that they both
1. Are based on currently existing technology. Require
no advanced enabling technology.
2. Meet baseline performance requirements.
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3. Do so In a very smooth and satisfactory manner,
without exciting vehicle flexible dynamics signifi-
~~ cantly and without exhibiting control/structure
interaction.
4. (because of 3) both control methods are not judged
to be very sensitive to SEPS structural uncertainties, .
a very important advantage.
For the 2 Gas Jet Reaction Control Systems considered, it
is conduced that
1. One of the systems appears to meet performance require-
ments, the other does not.
2. Performance for both is characterized by high vibration
levels of the structure with substantial excitation of
the vehicle flexible appendages. These high vibration
levels are due to the impulsive nature of the loads
produced by the nearly-square gas jet pulses. Such
loads have a very high frequency content and, thus,
tend to excite all resonant frequencies in the structure.
The higher vibration levels are very dangerous and, in
fact, in 2 out of the 6 simulations, have been shown
to lead to severe control/structure interaction
resulting in exceedingly high limit cycle rates, and
unacceptable propellant consumption.
3. Gas jet RCS systems, as a class, tend to be highly
interactive with the structures and their performance
highly sensitive to model uncertainties. Performance
will be reliably known only after launch, when it may
be too late.
4. Because of the above, RCS systems are judged very risky
for SCPS, and therefore, are not recommended as a primary
control method.
To further elaborate on the above, it must be understood
that the attitude control problem of guaranteeing stability and
performance of the SEPS with the proposed large, flexible solar arrays
is a sizeable engineering challenge.
1-6
It has been our experience at JPL that flexibility (even
slight) can cause serious problems. To name a few. Explorer I, Mariner
Venus-Mercury; and Voyager, all exhibited flexible appendage effects
which caused serious in-flight attitude control anomalies (unstable
behavior, excessive gas consumption, etc.) and ultimately, resulted in
costly and extensive "fixes" and/or mission limitations. All this
happened in spite of considerable ground testing and efforts to
accommodate model uncertainties. These S/C were only slightly
•flexible. The SEPS on the other hand, is quite flexible. The solar
arrays are complex non-linear structures and their large size, mass,
and flexibility will have a predominant effect on the total vehicle
dynamics. The arrays are, in fact so complex and non-linear that even
the best available structural dynamics modeling techniques yield
models with uncertainty levels too high for reliable attitude control
work. Thus, we have a paradox where the array characteristics are
more dif f icult to model than for previous spacecraft, but their
potentially disastrous effects on attitude control make accurate
modeling more critical.
Structural Vwiysts provided the solar array dynamics model
used in this report. It is the best available model that can be
developed using current state-of-the-art modeling techniques. More
accurate dynamics models.of the solar arrays are unlikely to become
available in the near future because the development of such accurate
models would require costly in-orbit dynamic testing^ •* of the solar
arrays.
In view of the above, it is clear that the designer of the
A/C system must aim for a control method which is tolerant of model
uncertainties. It is precisely in this area that gas jet systems
show their bad side-effects. They are highly interactive with
flexible structures, and hence not forgiving of model uncertainties.
The risk associated with an RCS system in a highly flexible vehicle
is simply too great.
Tolivar, A.F., and Garba, J.A., "Attitude Control Considerations for
Enhanced Instrumentation on SEPS Solar Array Flight Experiment,"
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1.4 PROPOSAL FOR AN ALTERNATE CONTROL METHOD
The purpose of this study has been to evaluate the 3
proposed A/C methods, and not to generate new candidates. In the process
of this evaluation, however, we have gained a considerable amount of
new Information which suggests that all of the objectionable drawbacks
associated with a single gas jet or reaction wheel system, may be
eliminated i.f we judiciously incorporate both of them into the design..
Table 1-1 presents a summary of advantages and disadvantages for
individual RCS and reaction wheel systems.
After examining Table. 1-1 in detf.il, it becomes clear
that neither a Gas Jet RCS, nor a Reaction Wheel (RUH) system by
Itself will meet all non-powered flight A/C requirements in a satis-
factory manner, nor will provide a reliable, low risk, control method.
The following combination of both (My provide an acceptable
solution by taking the best from each method:
1. Use Reaction Wheels for normal cruise momentum
management and maneuvering. (This provides smooth
and reliable control and considerable mass savings
for turns and slewing.)
2. Use a much smaller RCS system to provide high control
reserve needed to handle Initial rate reduction and
emergency situations, as well as to unload RWH when
saturated. (This provides the reserve when needed.)
The following additional option may Improve SEPS A/C
problems substantially at very minor cost:
.3. Provide a center of mass/center of solar pressure trim by
including a capability of realigning solar array axes
(2 to 3°). This will
• eliminate gas needed to offset solar pressure
torques
• maintain wheels at lover speed improving their
life and reliability
1-9
• eliminate almost entirely the need for wheel
momentum dumping
• allow possibility of correction for SA deployment
misalignments
• enhance multlmlssion applicability
A possible mechanization^ for achieving this vehicle
turn capability Is shown In Figures 1-3 and 1-4.
1 . .1 -* . * •^ •M
Figure 1-3. CM/CP Trim Concept
, M.J.. et al., "Planetary Mission Requirements, Technologies and
Design Considerations for a Solar Electric Propulsion Stage," AIAA
Paper 79-0908, presented at the AIAA Conference on Advanced Technolo-
gies for Futi -e Space Systems, Hampton, Virginia, Hay 8-11, 1979.
1-10




















In order to evaluate the proposed attitude control schemes,
the SEPS/ICM vehicle must be modeled Into a form suitable for digital
computer simulation. This section presents the assumptions made in
this modeling and the abstraction process .which takes the vehicle into
a dynamic motiel consisting of a series of hinge-connected rigid bodies
with flexible appendages.
The model to be developed here will correspond to vehicle
characteristics near the time of rendezvous with comet Tempel 2, since
that Is the time when gas jets or reaction wheels,will provide the
primary attitude control. At that time most of the mercury propel 1ant
has been spent and the vehicle is significantly lighter than the
Initially launched mass.
This section is organized as follows:
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2.1 SEPS/ICM DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTIONS
The SEPS/ICM Vehicle will be^assumed to-consist of the
following components:
1} The SEPS Stage, consisting of 2 articulated flexible
Lockheed/MSFC solar array wings plus a rigid SEPS bus
(comprising the remainder of SEPS, including the inter-
face adapter, propulsion module, etc.).
2) The ICM spacecraft, consisting of a rigid ICM bus plus
an articulated (2 degree-of-freedom) rigid science










Fig. 2-1. SEPS/ICM Components
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For the purposes of this analysis, we will lump the SEP.S bus,
interface adapter, andlCM bus into one single rigid body 6 which will,
henceforth, be designated as the "vehicle bus" or, simply, "bus". Under
these assumptions, the SEPS/ICM vehicle will be modeled as shown in
Figure 2-2. The model consists of the following four substructures.
1) A rigid vehicle bus (6Q) (made up of the SEPS bus,
interface adapter, and the ICM bus).
2) Two independently articulated flexible Lockheed/MSFC
solar arrays. (Flexible model is described in 2.2.)
3) A two-degree-of-freedom articulated Science Scan
Platform (SP).
2.1.1 Coordinate Systems
' A total of four dextral coordinate systems are necessary to
describe the SEPS/ICM as shown in Figure 2-2: one for the bus, one for each
solar panel, and one for the scan platform. Throughout this study we
will use the following definitions for these coordinate systems.
Bus Coordinate System (XJfnZg)
. The bus coordinate system consists of three mutually perpen-
dicular reference axes embedded in the vehicle bus: bus pitch (Xg),
bus yaw (O. and bus roll (ZB), and is defined as follows: Let the
"interface plane" be defined as the imaginary plane formed by the mating
surfaces of the SEPS interface adapter with the base of the ICM space-
craft, then
The bus roll axis (+Z0) is the normal to the interfaceo
plane passing through the geometric center of the 8
thruster array, with +Zfl in the direction of the
exhausting propellant. The intersection of the Z_ axis
with the interface plane defines the origin of the bus
coordinate system.
The bus pitch axis (+Xg) lies in the interface plane
and is parallel to the thermal radiator surfaces, with












.The bus yaw axis (+YD) lies in the interface plane and
o
completes the dextral coordinate system.
Solar Array Coordinate Systems (XAiYA]ZA1) and (XfloY/\2^A2^
The solar array panel located in the +YB hemisphere
(Figure 2-2) will be here designated as "SAj." Similarly, the -Y& solar
panel will be designated "SAp." Since each panel rfill be articulated
independently in this study, each of the two solar panels will have a
separate coordinate system embedded in it - (X., Y., Z.,) and
(XA2 YA2 ^A2^' resPectively. Both panels will be articulated about a
common hinge line parallel to the Yg direction but displaced 0.2 m
below the interface plane in the *Zg direction. The point of inter-
section of the solar array common hinge line and the +ZD axis will be
D
termed the solar array (SA) hinge point, and its location is
(0, 0, +0.2)m in bus coordinates. .
The origin of coordinates for (X., Y^, ZAI) a.id .
(X^ Y^ Z^') 's cji.mon and will be taken at the "SA hinge point"
defined above, with
+YAJ and +YA- both coincident and parallel to +YB
+Z^ and +ZA2 are defined by the normals to the —
sensitive (solar cell) sides of the undeformed solar
cell blankets
+XAJ and +X^ are defined to complete the two dextral
systems.
Scan Platform Coordinate Systems (CL CN) and (xcpYspZSp)
Two coordinate systems will be useful in the description
of the scan platform, which is a two degree of freedom platform
articulated by means of "clock" (CL) and "cone" (CN) actuators, as
shown in Figure 2-2. The platform coordinates are defined in terms
of the look direction L of an imaging instrument mounted on It, as
follows '
(0° CL, +90° CN) corresponds to L looking in the
+Xp direction
(+90° CL, +90° CN) corresponds to L looking in the
+YB direction.
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The (XSP ZSP) clextral coordinate system has its origin at. the
intersection of the clock and cone hinge lines and is such that it is
parallel to (XD Y0 ZD) when the scan platform is at (0Q CL 0° CM). •0 , 0 0 . .
2.1.2 Assumed Nominal Configuration
Since the solar panels and scan platform orientations
relative to the bus change throughout the mission, the SEPS/ICM vehicle
exhibits a variable configuration throughout the mission. For the
purposes of this study, we have selected a nominal configuration which
is defined as shown -in Figure 2-3.
Figure 2-3. SEPS/ICM Nominal Configuration
The selected nominal.configuration has the SEPS thrusting normal to the
sunline with *XB,.+Z^ , and +2^ looking at the sun and the scan
platform at (0° CL, 0° CN). The orientation of the r'ig axis in inertial
space is arbitrary.
2.1.3 Solar Pressure Disturbance Torques at Tempel 2
Solar pressure disturbance torques can be calculated
from
Tdist • 4.64 10~6 (1+e) •§•', '
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where e = surface reflectivity »
A a area, m2
t * offset between center of pressure and center of
mass, m
r 8 distance from the sun, AU.
Using two 32 x 4 m panels yields A * 256 m2. Assuming the center of
pressure to be at the geometric center of the two solar panels, i.e.
at the SA "hinge point" located at (0, 0, +0.2)m in bus coordinates,
yields £ = 0.3 m since the vehicle center of mass is at (0. 0, +0.5)m
In bus coordinates. Using a reflectivity of e a 0.2 and an average
sun distance r of 1.43 All at Temple 2, yields
Tdist " *2'09 10~"N-m about V
Solar pressure torques about the other two axes are zero. The effect
of this solar pressure disturbance torque 1s the following:
Thrust Vector Control Mode. Assuming n operating thrusters
with a thrust of 0.125 N each, all simultaneously gimballed by an angle
a and located In a plane 2.71 m away from the vehicle CM, results in a
steady state gimbal angle <T required to offset the solar torques which
can be obtained from .
0.125 n i sin o • 2.09 10'*
.1. <
whch gives, with t = 2.71 m,
0.0044 degrees for n =• 8 operating thrusters
0.0176 degrees for n = 2 operating thrusters
for the gimbal angles required to offset solar pressure torques.
Reaction Wheel Control Mode. If we assume t!w use of a
NASA Standard Reaction Wheel (SRW) having a momentum storage capacity
of 20 N-m-s @ 2200 rp.ii, the Y-axis SRH will speed up continuously
from 0 rpm to saturation (2200 rpm) in a time T given by
T » — -25 — 5. = 95693 seconds,
2.09 10-
• 2 - 7
that is, the Y-axis SRW will saturate in 26.58 hour.; due to solar
pressure, at which time it must be unloaded. Note that the only way to
reduce the frequency of unloadings is to reduce the center of mass to
center of pressure offset by bringing the two closer together.
Reaction Control System Mode. In a 24 hr. period the gas
jets must overcome a one sided solar pressure torque producing.a total
angular impulse of
H » 2.09 10"" x 24 x 60 x 60 = 18.0576 N-m-s
.If we assume that the gas jets - center of mass lever arm is e = 2.71 m,
the mass consumed to offset the solar pressure can be computed from
- £= 9.06gr/day
sp
where we have used I = 75 sec (N gas). Note that the only way to
reduce this consumption is to bring the centers of mass and pressure
closer together. .
2.1.4 Mass Properties .
The total vehicle mass properties assumed in this study
are as follows:
Total mass 2200.3 kg
CM location in ; .
( X Y Z ) coordinates (0, 0, +0.5)m






The mass breakdown for each component is as shown in
Table 2-1. , .
The solar arrays a.-e assumed to be connected to the bus
through a 1 dof line hinge located at (0. 0, +0.2) m In bus coordinates.
The scan platform is connected to the bus through a 2 dof hinge located
at (-1.3691, -0.37, -0.7893)m in bus coordinates; this implies that the
center of mass of the scan platform is located coincident with the .
intersection point of its two hinges.
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(1) referenced to (Xg Yfi ZB) system
(2) reference to a coordinate system parallel to (Xg YJJ Zg) but
centered at the center of mass of each structure
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2.2 LOCKHEED/MSFC SOLAR ARRAY FLEXIBLE MODEL
This subsection describes the hybrid modal model used to
represent the flexible solar arrays 1n the computer simulations performed
in this study. The hybrid-mode approach [4] Is a cross between
the free-free approach and the cantilever mode approach in that the rigid
base of each solar array wing 1s considered free In translation but fixed
in rotation. For the translatlonal equations of each array, the free
rigid base Includes the mass of the remainder of the vehicle (as if 1,t
were rigid, Including the other solar array wing).
A hybrid modal model of each array was generated [5]
using the finite element discrete model shown in Figure 2-4. This
figure shows the +Y solar panel (SAj) in the cruise configuration,
attached to the vehicle bus at node 1 through a rigid link RL. The mass
of the rest of the vehicle was lumped at that node, which In turn was
connected to the center of mass of the panel by a massless rigid link.
Node 1 was allowed to have translational motion only, the rotational
degrees of freedom being set to zero. Both pre-stressed membrane and
line elements have been used for the discretization. The associated
geometrical stiffness matrices Kg for the solar panel membrane elements
were derived by applying pre-stresslng along the length of the panel
(Y direction), while restraining the two longitudinal edges
(Z = +_ 2 meters) from any possible lateral movement. Such a measure
was necessary to prevent any numerical Instability caused by the
Poisson's ratio effect, resulting In small or negative diagonal elements
In the geometrical stiffness matrix terms pertaining to the lateral
(Z direction) motion of the panel. The program EISI/SPAR utilized
for the analysis was then found to be effective for the solution of the
problem, although the frequency values obtained are slightly higher
than expected.
[41L JL1kins, P.W., Dynamics and Control of Flexible Space Vehicles,
Technical Report 32-1329, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.,
Jan. 15, 1970
Gupta, K.K., SEPS Solar Array Panel Natural Frequency Analysis.
Interoffice Memorandum 3545:79:167, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,







The mass breakdown assumed for solar array wing Is given
in Table 2-2. This model has blanket dimensions of 4.0 x 31.6 meters
with a total wing structure length of 35.0 m from node 1 to node 92,
and a center of mass for the wing located at
(+0.1242, +16.5474, 0.0) meters










Array Guidance Mechanism and Tension Mechanism were
assumed to be uniformly distributed along blanket.
with respect to node 1. The rigid link RL is used to connect node 1
to the SA hinge point hp (0, 0, +0.2) so that the total length from
hp to the SAJ wing tip Increases to 37.829 m and the center of mass
of the SA} structure 1s positioned at
(0., +19.3764, 0.) m with respect to hp.
This places the CM of the SA's on the hinge line. The resulting
hybrid modal data for SAj is given in Table 2-3 which lists the
frequency and the rigid elastic coupling coefficients. The corres-
ponding mode shapes (eigenvectors) are shown in Figure 2-5. The data
for SA2 was obtained by rotating the rigid elastic coupling coefficients
and the mode shapes by a 180° rotation about a line parallel to Xg
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Figure 2-5. Solar Array Eigenvector? (Mode-shapes) - Exploded View


























2.3 SOLAR ARRAY AND SCAN PLATFORM ARTICULATION AND CONTROL
<r
Each wing of the solar array Is assumed to be independently
articulated about YAI and Yft2 by means of Independent actuators. The
details on the various actuator characteristics and control schemes
for the SA considered In this study can be found In subsections 3.2.4 , 4.2,
4.3, and 5.3.3.
The scan platform model and control method, on the other hand,
have been constant throughout this stud and will be described here.
Each of the two SP axes (CL and CN) will be controlled
by the simple scheme shown in Figure 2-6.
Figure 2-6. Scan Platform Block Diagram
The torque on the scan platform Is given by
T - - l?(e - ec) - B e
where If » K
Such a block diagram can be thought to arise from an
actuator drive mechanism having control gain K, motor torque constant
1^, and a viscous damper at the output shaft having a damping constant
of B N-m per rad/s.
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The high value of If is typical of scan platforms flown on earlier
missions (Viking, Voyager, etc.) and is required to meet pointing
accuracy requirements in the presence of frictional forces, although
such forces have been .neglected in this study. The choices for B
provide 0.7 damping. With these values, the natural frequencies for
the scan platform are
'o»n
 s
 9.53 rad/s £n =0.7
Ul» , l*w
<urM « 14.14'rad/s CrM .- 0.7\,n LN
2.4 ' DESCRIPTION OF TEST MANEUVERS • .
In this study, we will use the following four (typical)
maneuvers for evaluation of the control schemes:
i) X TURN: Starting with the vehicle in the nominal configu-
ration.of Figure 2-3, the complete vehicle is commanded
to turn about the sun line (pitch). The command is a
position ramp with a slope of 0.005°/s. The solar arrays
are commanded to hold their position relative to the bus.
1i) BUS YAW TURN. The vehicle is commanded to turn about Yfi,
while the solar.arrays are commanded to remain pointed
at the sun, as the bus moves. The command to the bus
is a position ramp with a slope of 0.25°/s.
iii) MULTIAXIS ACQUISITION. The attitude control system is
enabled at a time when the vehicle has the following















iv) SCAN SLEWING. The dynamic disturbance.raused by scan
platform slewing depends on many factors such as the geometry end mass
properties of the platform and vehicle, the size and direction of the
slew, the slew rate, and the initial clock and cone orientation of the
platform before slewing. In particular, these factors determine the
angular rates and momentum imparted by the slew and which must be
controlled and absorbed by the attitude control system - whether it is
based on reaction wheels, thrust vector gimballing, or on a gas jet
system.
Since it is impossible to study all possible sets of scan
slewing conditions, we have assumed a slew test sequence. This is a 9°x2c
box or raster type slew, at l°/s. It consists of four 9°-clock slews
interspersed with four 2°-cone slews and 2 second wait periods In
between each slew; this 8 slew sequence takes 58 seconds to complete.
For a graphical description of the sequence, the reader is referred
to figure 3-14 v), in the next section.
2.5 COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAMS
Three separate flexible dynamics simulation programs were
developed, named "TVC," "RCS," and "RWH." The programs are tailored to
simulate each of the three control systems considered in this study:
thrust vector control (TVC), gas jets (GAS), and reaction wheels (RWH).
Each program .incorporates the corresponding control system and hardware
models described in Sections 3, 4, and 5.
The three simulation programs have several similarities
such as the use of a powerful subroutine called FBOYFL. This hybrid-
mode subroutine written by Fleischer and Likins [6] solves the equations
of rotational motion for a system of hinge-connected rigid bodies with
I-6-'Fleischer, G.E., and Likins, P.W., Attitude Dynamics Simulation Sub-
routines for Systems of Hinge-Connected Rigid Bodies with Nonrigid
Appendages, Technical Report 32-1598, JPL, Pasadena. CA, Aug. 15, 1975.
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flexible appendages. For inputs, the subroutine uses the mass properties
and vehicle configuration described in 2.1, as well as the hybrid SA
model of 2.2. Each SA panel was modeled by its first IS hybrid modes
and corresponding frequencies, yielding a 30-mode flexible model for the
complete SEPS/ICM vehicle.
The simulation programs were alt written in the "Continuous
System Simulation Language" (CSSL III). As the name implies that
language is used to digitally simulate continuous systems. A complete
listing of the three programs appear in appendices A (JVC), B (.GAS),
and C (RWH). The four maneuvers simulated by each program were
described in 2.4, and the results of each are given in sections 3 (TVC),




The thrust vector control "TVC" system is a three axis
active controller to be used for vehicle control during powered
flight. The TVC system utilizes the ion engines to generate vehicle
control torques. This is accomplished by gimbaling each engine
on a two degree of freedom gimbal. Because of the low thrust provided
by the ion "igines the control torques are in general small. This
coupled with the fact that the vehicle has large rotational inertias
results in slow response and lengthy maneuver times. With suitable
control laws though, these small control torques provide very smooth
vehicle maneuvering and minimal excitation of the vehicle's flexible
solar panels, .
This section will discuss the TVC attitude control system
for the SEPS/ICM vehicle. The performance of this system is also
detailed and evaluated. The section is organized as follows:
3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE TVC HARDWARE 3-2
3.2 TVC LEAD-LAG CONTROL SYSTEM 3-4
3.2.1 Gimbal Angle Commander 3-6
3.2.2 Gimbal Controller Subloops 3-9
3.2.3 Generation of Forces and Torques 3-11
3.2.4 Solar Array and Scan Platform Controllers 3-16
3.2.5 System Block Diagram and Parameters 3-17
3.3 TVC PERFORMANCE 3-20
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3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE TVC HARDWARE
The SEPS/ICM vehicle will use a thrust vector control
system for attitude control during powered flight.
The proposed TVC hardware configuration is shown in
Figure 3-1. Thrust is provided by eight 30 centimeter mercury ion
engines. In this study we have assumed that all eight engines are on
and at full thrust, yielding a sum total thrust force F = 1 Newton.
Vehicle control is accomplished by gimbaling each engine on its own
2 degree of freedom set of gimbals, as shown in Figure 3-2. Each set
.of gimbals is assumed to have two actuators and two sensors.
Since each engine is gimbaled individually, it is possible
to control each engine independently of the others by issuing a total of
8 gimbal angle command pairs. This approach leads to complex control
logic. In an effort to reduce this complexity, It is desirable to
design a system which issues the same commands to as many thrusters
as possible. In this study we have made use of a scheme which reduces
the number of different gimbal angle command pairs to the minimum,
which is two pairs. This is done as follows. In reference to
Figure 3-1, let the four engines labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4 be known
collectively as Engine dank II or, simply, Bank 1. Similarly, engines 5,
6. 7, and 8 become Bank 2. We will assume that all eight engines,
gimbal hardware, controllers and associated sensors and actuators are
identical. Then, it is possible to control the vehicle attitude by
simply issuing two pairs of command gimbal angles (acl,ecl) and (<*c2*&c2)
to the engines in Bank 1 and Bank 2, respectively. Since all four
engines in each Bank receive the same command pair and since the
controllers and hardware are identical, all four engines in each bank
will move simultaneously and undistinguishably from each other - as a
bank indeed.
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Figure 3-1. Location of the Ion Engines
OUTER
Figure 3-2. 2 dof Glmbaled Engine
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3.2 TVC LEAD-LAG CONTROL SYSTEM
A very simplified schematic of the TVC control system used
1n this study Is shown 1n Figure 3-3. This schematic.Illustrates the
basic control loop configuration which was provided to JPL .by MSFC for
analysis and evaluation.*
The proposed controller Is of the "lead-lag" type and It
achieves three-axis control as follows. The position error e 1s obtained
by subtracting the (celestial sensor) position 6 from the commanded
position e . The position error Is then filtered. This filter Is
Included to provide some Isolation of the loop from the higher frequency
glmbal dynamics which might be sensed and fed back through the celestial
sensor. The output of the filter ef 1s then put through a lead-lag
compensating network to derive the control error e . The lead-lag
network T*s* can be thought to consist of a filter ^ s+l)"1
T2S-M
yielding a "doubly filtered position error signal" e^ followed by a
"signal plus derivative" compensator 1+^ s so that e can .be thought of
as the "position plus rate" of the twice-filtered position error e^.
The control error ec is then multiplied by a gain K to obtain fc, the
"thrust vector (TV) command angle." The three TV command angles
(one per axis) are then fed Into a "Glmbal Angle Commander" black box
which generates two pairs of glmbal angle commands (acl,6cl) and
(a ,B
 2) for each of the two banks of engines. Each engine has two
controller subloops (one per glmbal) and associated actuators and
sensors to move the gimbals to the commanded angular positions, thus, as
the engine banks move, control torques are applied to the vehicle, as
Indicated by the "force and torque" block, which cause the desired
attitude control.
We shall explain next how the control torques are obtained
from the Y'S by describing in detail the 3 black boxes labeled
"Glmbal Angle Commander," "Glmbal Control Subloops," and "Force and
Torques."
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3.2.1 Gimbal Angle Commander
As we have described earlier, we made the decision to
glmbal the 8 engines as two banks of 4, called Bank 1 and Bank 2,
because of Its attractive simplicity. As 1t turns out, such glmbalIng
philosophy results 1n even further simplification of the analysis, since
the resultant thrust of the four engines in, say, Bank 1 can be thought
as arising from an Imaginary "Equivalent Cng1ne (EE) 1" having a thrust
of 0.5 N, i.e., 4 times that of a sing1 thruster (f » 0.125 N), and
located at the geometric center of the Bank 1 thruster pattern.
Similarly, "Equivalent Engine (EE) 2" arises from Bank 2 and has
analogous characteristics. This simplification 1s shown 1n Figure 3-4.
Also shown In Figure 3-4 are the coordinate frames and
glmbal angle conventions used for each bank. Note that the frames
for EE1 and EE2 are related to each other through a 180° rotation about
V
Figure 3-4. Bank Gimbaling Conventions
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/r
T.. = FL sin
•ex
Ty • FL sin tey
Figure 3-5. Method of Obtaining Pure Positive
Torques about each of the 3 axes
Figure 3-5 shows how the gimbals can be moved to produce
pure torques about each axis. Thus, if we wish to obtain a positive
control torque about Xwe can command a positive TV control angle YCX
by gimbaling banks 1 and 2 by that angle, as shown. The resultant
thrust vector forms an angle with the L. Xg - plane of rcx «nd results





Similarly 1f Me command a positive Ycy» we obtain
T =+ F L sin y (= + F L Y - . for small
and by commanding a positive YCZ» we obtain
cy
T2 =+ Ft sin YCZ (= + F L YCZ . for small YCZ)
By using Figures 3-4 and 3-5 we can, by Inspection, obtain the polarity
of the gimbal. angle commands (a.,,B-,) (a_0,8,.J necessary to producetl i* I CZ C2
each pure torque commanded by Y , YCV» YC2- This relationship 1s
summarized In Table 3-1.
TABLE 3-1










about Y cy -Ycy
about I
'cz
t It can be observed that e-gimbaling (the outer gimbal)
1s used to provide pitch control, while a-gimbaling (the Inner gimbal)
Is used for both yaw and roll control. Since, in general, we will
need simultaneous control In all three axes, It becomes necessary to
"•Ix" the YCX, Y , and YCZ commands. This can be done, slEplyt by
superposition so that




This "gimbal angle commander" logic can be equivalently described
by the schematic shown in Figure 3-6.
ex
Bel
Figure 3-6. Gimbal Angle Ccnwander
3.2.2 Gimbal Controller Subloops
The 2-gimbal command pairs just generated are then fed into
the 16 gimbal controllers (2 per thruster). The controllers energize
the gimbal drive motors causing the inner and outer gimbals to move to
the commanded positions. Each gimbal axis will be assumed to be
driven by a controller of the type shown in Figure 3-7. This scheme
applies a torque to the gimbal T = Ke which is proportional to the
gimbal position error. The rate feedback path provides damping. In
reality the system need not use actual ginbal rate feedback, the same
damping can be achieved if a suitable viscous damper is included. The
limits of + 30 degrees for position and + TO degrees/sec for rate are
included to model expected gimbal hardware limitations.
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LIM.,
Figure 3-7. Gimbal Control Subloop (1 of 16)
In the non-saturating region the gimbal control loop behaves
as a simple second order system with natural frequency and damping
and
The frequency u»n should be chosen high enough so that the gimbals
track the commands <»cior ^ proptrly but, at the same time, not so high
that gimbal dynamic transients cause unwanted excitation of the
flexible structure. We have chosen
u =0.2 rad/s (0.032 Hz) .
which 1s approximately one octave below the lowest flexible mode of
the structure, this results In K 0.22 Ie.
Each thruster will be assumed to have an inertia
I * 0.475 kg-ffl2 about its gimbal ing axes (the gimbals themselves are
assumed to have negligible mass). This results in a control gain
A *
of K * 0.019 N-m/rad. Selecting £ * 0.707 for damping implies a rate
to position gain of K = 7.07 s. This completes the description of the
the gimbal controllers.
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3.2.3 Generation of Forces and Torques
The total force acting on the bus due to the gimbaled
thrusters can be computed, simply, as the vector sum of the forces
produced by each thruster.
The total torque produced by the thrusters on the bus, on
the other hand, Is somewhat more difficult to obtain. It must be
recognized that the gimbaling of the thrusters produces torques on the
bus which arise from two inherently different sources:
PRIMARY CONTROL TORQUES. In the case of pitch and
yaw these are the torques which cause vehicle
rotations when the resultant thrust vector does
not pass through the vehicle center of mass, C.M.
For roll these torques are produced by unbalanced
force components in the X Y plane even if the net
thrust passes through the CM. Note that these
torques are a function of the instantaneous
pointing (position) of the engine thrust axes.
DYNAMIC REACTION TORQUES. These torques reflect
the transient torques that are experienced by
the bus as we rotate the gimbals. They are a
consequence of the engine inertial reaction to
rotation, and depend on the gimbal accelerations
and velocities.
In order to compute the resultant forces and torques we must first
obtain the set of coordinate transformations between bus coordinates
and each set of thruster-fixed coordinates.
Thruster Coordinate Transformations
The gimbal coordinates and configuration shown in Figure 3-8,
will be assumed to be common for the 4 engines in Bank 1.
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Figure 3-8. Bank 1 Glmbal Coordinates
As shown 1n the figure, let (b1), {b2}, {b3} denote three reference
frames defined by triads of unit vectors x., y-, z., 1=1,2,3 embedded
on the bus, the outer gimbal and the thruster (i.e. the inner gimbal),
respectively. The gimbal angles of all the engines in Bank 1 is (alt3i),
so that frames {b1} and {b3} are related to each other through a
rotation about xr followed .by a al rotation about y2 so that the
transformatioh T relating both frames can be expressed as





























Let f denote the magnitude of the force produced by one






for each of the thrusters in Bank 1. Letting Ft denote the resultant






The components of this equivalent engine 1 thrust, expressed in bus















For thruster Bank 2 the whole thruster assemblies are rotated 180°
about ZB, as shown in Figure 3-4, so that the resultant thrust vector
FE2 from Bank 2 can be obtained simply by taking F^ evaluated at
(02,02) and changing the sign of the x and y components:
{fa'}1










COS0i •*• COSa2 COSS2)
Primary Control Torques tBg
The primary control torque about the bus center of mass
(CM.) can be obtained as follows: Let R» and R^ denote the vectors
from CM- to equivalent engines 1 and 2, respectively, then the






Here we shall compute those torques experienced by the
bus as we rotate the gimbals. They are caused by the inertial
resistance to rotation of the engines.
We shall assume that each thruster is seated o.i the gimbals
in such a manner that its center of mass is, coincident with the cross-
point of the gimbal axes, so that gimbaling of the thrusters does not
produce any translation of their centers of mass. It will also be
assumed that the gimbals themselves have negligible mass so that the
inertia of each engine/gimbals assembly is equal to the self-inertia
matrix of the engine itself, which will be assumed to be
0
1








center of mass of the thruster 1s I.
about axes x3, y3, and z3. This assumption results in the interesting
fact that the self-inertia of the thruster with respect to any other
frame has the same diagonal ,(I , Ie, I ) form.
Let u> denote the angular velocity of, say, thruster II
with respect to inertial space and Tet •'/ denote the inertia dyadic
of the thruster. Then, the angular momentum of the thruster about its
CM is given by
H = ./••«
The external moment on the thruster T can then be computed from
T = H
Let <b°) denote an inertial frame of reference. Let {b1}, lb-}, and
{bjl denote the frames defined earlier. Let w ^  denote the angular,
velocity of frame i relative to frame j, then the inertia! angular
velocity of the thruster a * -i30 can be computed by the chain rule
where the superscripts refer to the frames ib }, i = 0.1,2,3. The
tern ^lo represents -the inertial angular velocity of the bus. Since
the bus moves extremely slow when compared to the gimbal velocities
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and accelerations, we will make the simplifying assumption that the
velocity «l° can be neglected, that is, the torques produced on the
gimbals as a consequence of the bus rotations in inertial space can be
neglected. Thus, we can assume that (b1) itself 1s fixed in inertial
space and, therefore,
By inspection of Figure 3-8, we can write
(J)32 = i
so that




u y\ + QI sing zt
letting uj1 denote the components of u>31 expressed in frame 1 we can
write
COS0 and ,31 . (bl}'
0», COSti




since I is the thruster inertia matrix in all frames. The external torque
is given by
T « ? (//.w) I (b1)1 I sine,
The reaction torque exerted on the bus by the 4 engines of Bank 1 is
then, simply
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"re i = - 4T » iblr 41gl < cosfii *
Sihtfj - COSBj
By an analogous procedure, the reaction torque exerted on the bus by
the four engines of Bank 2 is given by
82
-a2 sin62 - o26j cos62
and the total dynamic reaction torques on the bus are
TB = TB , + TB - .g gl g2
The total external torque acting on the bus is
TB = TB,. + TB_ +
i.e., the sum of the primary control torques, the dynamic reaction
torques, and the external disturbances.
This completes the~description of the TVC loop. We shall
next describe the Scan Platform and Solar Array Controllers.
3.2.4 Solar Array and Scan Platform Controllers
Each solar array wing has its own separate control loop
to articulate it relative to the bus. Since each solar array wing
controller is an independent system, the wings can be made to
rotate separately or together. They can also be made to follow the
bus as it rotates, or not to follow yaw bus rotations 62 by commanding
-62 into the solar array wing controllers (this is what has to be done,
for example, when we wish to reorient the bus in yaw without moving
the solar panels from the sun).
The controller assumes that suitable actuators are provided
between the bus and each wing of the solar array to control their relative
positions.
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The actuators will be controlled by another lead-lag type
controller as shown in Figure 3-9.
'SA
Figure 3-9. Solar Array Lead-Lag Controller (1 of 2)
The position of the solar array e^. relative to the bus (as measured by
a potentiometer or encoder) 1s subtracted from the command to obtain
the position error e which 1s then put through a filter and a lead-lag
compensation network to obtain the control error ec. This Is similar
to the TVC loop controller described earlier. The control error Is then
multiplied by a gain Ksa and by means of the motor torque constant





The scan platform controller used has been described previously. For
details the reader 1s referred to subsection 2.3.
3.2.5 System Block Diagram and Parameters
Assembling the controllers described in the preceding pages
together with the ICM scan platform described In 2.3, results In the
TVC control system block diagram shown in Figure 3-10. The system















FTABLE 3-2. TVC 'LEAD-LAG* SYSTEM PARAMETERS
(MM for all axes units* otherwise Indicated)



































































performance of the TVC lead-lag system just described
"
as
 evaluated .through computer simulation of the four test maneuvers
described In 2.4. Full details of the flexible dynamics models,
simulation programs and assumptions can be found in Section 2.
The results of the simulations are shown in Figures 3-11
through 3-14 and discussed below in some detail. The figures them-
selves are also captloned with pertinent explanations and commentary.
The nomenclature used tn these figures is listed in Table 3-3.
The simulation program was written In such a way that 1t
assumes the vehicle to be initially moving in a steady state (constant
linear or angular velocities). As the simulation starts and the Ion
engines provide thrust, the vehicle experiences a change to a state
of constant linear acceleration, which brings about a constant
deformation of the solar panels and possible shifts of the center of
mass (and accompanying rotations). This dynamic transient is due to
what we might call the "engine turn-on transient." It is, generally,
very small but was found to be large enough to mask the vehicle
response for some of the planned maneuvers. In an effort to reduce
this
 "Desirable turn-on-trahs1ent effect, all TVC simulation programs
were modified to ramp up the thrust in a very smooth fashion .during
the first 20 seconds of the simulation. The thrust is assumed to
Increase smoothly from 0 to 1 Newton as follows:
1 (1 - cos Jj) , for 0 < t <_ 20 s
1
 , for t <^ 20s .
This ramping up Is so smooth compared to the solar panel resonances
that It produces practically no significant oscillatory transients
In the solar panels.
The 1 degree pitch turn maneuver simulation (Figure 3-11)
demonstrated the TVC system's capability to make smooth turns with
minimal excitation of the vehicle's flexible dynamics. The vehicle
achieved the turn rate of .0050/ s in approximately 150 seconds and
.'/ completed the maneuver in 800 seconds. There Is a small amount of cross
3-20
r • • • • .
• axis motion 1n yaw and roll for this maneuver, as 1s for most maneuvers.
r This 1s a result of the vehicle dynamics and not a controller generated
problem. The maximum gimbal angle was 3.72° In 8 while the maximum
r
L gimbal rate was .12°/s also in g. The solar array panels experienced a
| small rotation due to the cross coupled motion of the bus in yaw but
t the controller was able to correct this condition. The generalized
coordinates plots of SA modal deformation indicate that their flexible
body motion was smooth and non-vibratory. All coordinates settled
to some non-zero steady-state value as a result of thrusting in the
-Z direction throughout the length of the maneuver. Note that most of
the modal deformations occurred within the first 20 seconds of the
simulation. •
The bus yaw turn simulation (Figure 3-12) shows again that
the TVC system can make smooth turns. The bus position has one over-
shoot and settles to the final 30° command position in about 800
seconds. Pitch and roll exhibit very small cross-coupled motion for
this maneuver. The bus achieved the commanded turn rate of .25°/s
in 120 seconds then continued to increase until it reached a peak
value of .34°/s. The yaw control torque was amooth and the gimbal
subloop tracked the desired torque very well. The roll torque had a
small transient due to thruster turn- n effects during the first 20
seconds. The maximum gimbal angle during the maneuver was about 6.3°
In a and the maximum gimbal rate was ,22°/s also 1n o. During this
maneuver the SA wings were commanded to remain in their initial position
(normal to the sun line) while the bus was turning. They performed
as commanded with negligible error. The modal deformations in the SA
panels were primarily due to the linear acceleration of the vehicle in
the -2 direction.
The performance of the acquisition maneuver is highly
dependent upon the initial conditions specified, but for the set used
in this simulation the performance was very good (Figure 3-13) The
set of initial conditions is listed below:






The vehicle was stabilized to a zero final condition in approximately
700 seconds. The maximum position error, 13.3°, occurred in yaw (the
axis of least Inertia) at 88 seconds. Since pitch and roll axes have
higher Inertias their positions did not drift as much as yaw. The
maximum pitch and roll angles were 1.2° and 0.4° respectively. The
engine gimbal subloops tracked the desired torques very well and
exercised maximum gimbal angles of 21° in a and 7° in B. As the vehicle
moved predominantly in yaw, the SA wings also experienced large angular
rotations since the SA actuators have very low control authority
(low position-to-torque gain). The modal deformations reflect most
the response in yaw while constant deformations due to engine thrusting
are also present.
For the scan slewing simulation (Figure 3-14), the TVC
system was commanded to maintain the vehicle 1n Us initial zero state
while the science platform was scanning. The box slew sequence Intro-
duces high frequency disturbances into the vehicle, with yaw being the
axis most affected. The engine gimbals reached a maximum angle of
.11° in a to compensate for the .014° movement in yaw. The most
noticeable characteristic of the controller during this maneuver Is
its low pass filtering of the Input disturbances. The roll torque
(plot n) shows that the controller tracks the low frequency components
of the input well but filters out the high frequency transients. For
this maneuver the SA actuators were commanded to hold the wings in
place. The solar panel vibration observed in the generalized modal
coordinates is by in large due to the impulsive type disturbances
transmitted to the vehicle during science platform slewing.
In summary, the TVC control system provided very smooth
. proportional control of the vehicle for the four maneuvers studied, with









Angular position of the bus (l>0), rad
TABLE 3-3. KEY TO VARIABLE NAMES FOR FIGURES 3-11 to 3>
ALPHl.2.3*
Yysten angular momentuo magnitude, N-«-s
Control error ec, rad
Position conwnds Into Scan Platfort). rad
Position cooMnds into SA wings, rad
Sensed position error e. rad
Panel deformation generalized coordinates









1.2.3. denote the pertinent axis: Jt.T.Z. respectively.
Global angles a,, i,. 8,. g., respectively,
rad ' '. ' '
Global angle rates a.. i7. 8.. 07.
respectively. rad/$ ' '
Hinge rotation angles for Solar Array
Panels 1,2, and Scan Clock, and Cone,
respectively, rad
Bus angular rates, rad/s
Desired control torques, N-«t
Hinge torques for Solar Array Panels 1,2,
and Scan Clock, and Cone, respectively, rad
»c position input (turn cowand). rad









1* turn with approslMttly Ztt overshoot (highly dtpmdmt on coMHnd final position).
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FIGURE 3-11
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;oc 400 toe SIC 10CO
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This pitch tum took «bout 800 s to co^>1«te. e) Position rctctas cowindeO position In
•bout 260 s. then overshoots It by -28J. d) Rat* Ufcts «bout 150 s to «ccclerate to
1 turn r«t« (O.OOS*/s). th«n overshoots by -32V
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t) TM axis wtlon Is Mostly the result of cross-coupling between axes and a SMll shift
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o) The cnginM are bctnq gt«Mlcd in
 0 tn ordtr to control y*w «nd roll tr«nsttnts.
p) Th» Migtim «r« being glMteled in t to provide tn* turning torqu* for the 1" pitch
turn. MI giatwl angle reeciwd 0.065 r«d (3.7-). Mi giMwl rates of 0.12*/s at thowi
on r).
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*) Scwi pUtfora M» tn pl*ct for this
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SA (teforMtlon m gmerclliid coortlmtM skM«n« pr^ M<M«t (wd e«PtcUd) mlt 4 In.
pUftt 4^0f«tlon of SA. «nd MM SMtl coupltd out-«f-p)«w •etion. Mbt* ttMdy
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30* bus turn with solar arrays rcaatniito,. pointed to the suit. Overshoot -30i (highly



































































































































This y*« turn took about 450 seconds, e) Position rttclm coMMndcd position in •bout
180 s. th*n overshoots it by -31i. f) Rate r««cf»S cOMMnd r«t* <0.2S*/s) in tbout
100 s. thtn'overshoots it b> -3?*..
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•) Taw control torquts are saooth (Ion- frequency content) do not excite toUr panel
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o-giBbaMng o) produceiyav turning torques for 30* turn. N*i
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s) SMll S» hinge torques, t) SA wing* turn -30" with respect to bus so «s to stay on












t M: • «: *:s K:t
u) SA wings track their comnds to -30*. with respect to bus. v) Scan platforn







Note steady state solar panel de-fcmation due to constant linear acceleration of vehicle
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Control system on gimbals tracks desired torque quite well. Observe the smooth, slow.lv
varying torques produced by ginbaling; their low frequency content causes »ciic!e to
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to control y«v and roll. fe*twi a-$1*«l 11*9!• -21*. MI r»t» 1.0B*/k.
















») S«tl SA Mnoe tor«M«. t) SA hlng* rotation trunttiit of -13.7-
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NoU stMdy tut* SP'ltr ptncl dcfervttion due to 11nMr vdilclt •ectltrttloa du» to
tfcrgsttng. Very Ion r«*1du«1 vlbntton Itvtlt.
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TVC kM»< vtMcU «tt1tud« within 250
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SECTION 4
GAS JET REACTION CONTROL
A Gas Jet Reaction Control System (RCS) achieves attitude
control by selective firing of tiny gas jets suitably located on the
vehicle. .
RCS systems can provide high control authority at the cost
of mass expenditures (system weight). As a clftss, however, they are,
generally, undesirable for the control of flexible spacecraft because
their nature Is to Impart Impulsive loads to the structure. These
loads are, essentially, square pulses having very high frequency content
and, thus, all structural resonant frequencies tend to be excited.
Because of this, RCS systems frequently exhibit undesirable Interactions
of the control system and the structure, resulting In degraded performance.
In this section we will discuss two RCS control systems for
the SEPS/ICM vehicle and will analyze their performance. The section
1s organized as follows:
Page
- 4.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE RCS HARDWARE 4'2
4,1.1 Criteria for Selection of Attitude
Control Propel1ant 4-3
4.2 RCS LEAD-LAG CONTROL SYSTEM 4-6
4.3 RCS RATE + POSITION CONTROL SYSTEM 4-10
4.4 RCS PERFORMANCE 4-14
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4.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE RCS HARDWARE
To obtain control torques on the vehicle two clusters of
gas jets Will be used as shown in Figure 4-1.
x,
CLUSTE
Figure 4-1. Location of Attitude Control Jets and
Firing Polarities
With the above arrangement of jets, it is possible to obtain Independent
control torques about the three axes by selective firing of the gas
jets as Indicated In the figure. Note that for pitch (or roll) two gas
jets are fired providing a pure torque couple on'the vehicle, while for
yaw two thrusters are fired which provide torque as well as a transla-
tional Impulse to the vehicle. This configuration of thrusters has the
advantage of clustering the gas jets and, thus, minimizing plumbing
problems. It also has some inheren disadvantages, for example,
4-7
the yaw jets provide the maximum torque about Y, the axis of least
Inertia, while at the same time producing a translatlonal Impulse
along X which will Induce out-of-plane deformation of the solar panels
and, thus, tend to aggravate the structure/control system interaction
problem. This configuration may also have plume Impingement problems.
It 1s thus recognized that this approach may not be the best and,
although it will be assumed in this study, further analysis and trade-
offs should be made in the future, to determine if further improvement
can be attained by trading plumbing complexity against improved perfor-
mance.
The gas jets considered in this study were assumed to
provide a thrust of 0.0675N (15 mlb) with a minimum-on-time (NOT) of
20 ms, providing a minimum impulse bit of 1.35 10 N-s. The jet
clusters will be assumed to be located at (0, + 1.27,.+3.21} m in bus
coordinates as shown in F1g. 4-1. Since the vehicle center of mass 1s












4.1.1 Criteria for Selection of Attitude Control Propellant
The scientific objectives of the SEPS/ICM mission of
determining the chemical nature and physical structure of the nuclei,
atmosphere, and ionisphere of comets place* very severe limitations on
the chemical composition of the propellants which may be used for
i
attitude control. For example, we cannot use propellants which (in
either pure form or by forming other compounds) would compromise the
scientific objectives of the mission by confusing the background
concentration ratios. •*
Table 4.1 is a list of materials expected to be present in
the vicinity of a comet. These species are tabulated by mass, and their
McMlnlmy, H., Reaction Control Gases for the HFB/T2R Comet Mission,
IOH 3136-79-167, July 6, 1979, JPL Internal Document.
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TABLE 4-1. A Search List for Cometary Gases
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See reference in paae 1-1 4-4
expected relative abundances to water are shown. In order to not com-
promise the aforementioned scientific objectives, it is necessary that
the propellant gases do not introduce Into the environment species
having a relative abundance higher than 7, following rendezvous with
Tempel 2.
Examination of the table shows that all gases containing
Carbon, Nitrogen, or Oxygen are not acceptable for attitude control
after Tempel 2 rendezvous. The noble gases (Helium - He, Neon - Ne,
Argon - Ar, Krypton - Kr, and Xenon - Xe) all satisfy the concentration
constraint. However, there are certain restrictions In their use.
In particular, if the proposed Gamma Ray Spectrometer Is Included in the
QC
ICM science payload, Kr would not be used because Kr produces 0.514 MeV
Y photons which could alias the y ray observations. The remaining gases
could be.used, although Xe is less desirable because of its higher
expected abundance (7), and He is also less .desirable because of its
small molecular size which makes it difficult to prevent froni leaking.
In view of the above, Ne and Ar would be optimum from the
standpoint of being about 6 orders of magnitude down from water 1n
abundance, and are mcre easily maintained in storage. , Neon appears
to be a good choice because it provides a specific Impulse of Ispa75 s
which is twice the I of Argon. It should be noted, however, that the
optimum choice depends also on other factors besides I (such as
gas densities, tankage and plumbing weight and, ultimately in total
system weight). From a systems viewpoint, therefore, Ne may not be such
an obvious best choice. In fact, It may turn out that the best choice
will vary from mission to mission depending on whether the total RCS
system weight 1s dominated by tankage weight tr by propellant mass
requirements for the mission.
For the purposes of this study we will assume a Ne system for
gas consumption calculations. It should be noted that this assumption
in no way affects the applicability of other results shown herein should
another gas be ueclded upon. Change of propellant will only change
propel!ant consumption. . .
4.2 RCS LEAD-LAG CONTROL SYSTEM
The Lead-Lag RCS control system block diagram (based on loop
configuration and data supplied by MSFC) is shown in Figure 4.2. . It is
similar to the lead lag controller described in. Section 3 for TVC
e:.cept that the TVC hardware has been replaced by RCS hardware. Also,
the control gains have been replaced by deedband logic to fire the
thrusters. The filtering of the error has been eliminated since it
was Intended to filter the gimbal high harmonics which are no longer
present. The scan platform and solar array controllers, are exactly the
.same as those described in the preceding section for tVC. A list of
the pertinent system parameters is given in Table 4-2. Most of them
were described in Section 3, a few new ones, such as the deadband
characteristics, will be described herein.
The block diagram shuws the position error being put through
a lead-lag network to generate the control error e. This control error
is then fed intc the deadband logic which determines how the gas jets
are to be fired: If the control error is less than 0.5° no action is
taken. If the error exceeds.0.5° the gas jets are fired to bring the
vehicle back into the deadband. The scheme proposed by MSFC uses the
following deadband logic in an attempt to make the system a pseudo-
proportional bang-bang system. If the contro! error exceeds 0.5° the gas
jets are turned on for an amount of time tQN which is proportional to
the control error as shown in Figure 4-3. For example, at e = 0.5°
tQN » 20 ms, at BC = 0.6° tQN = 36 ms, and at ec = 1° tQN = 100 ms.
In this study we have assumed that the RCS logic Is imple-
mented in an onboard computer as a routine having a fram?time of 50
milliseconds, so that every 50 ms a decision will be made by the routine
as to how long the thrusters will be on during the next 50 milliseconds.
Thus, if at some instant of time the error is 1.5°, for example, the
logic would say "fire for 180 ms;" in reality, the controller would leave
the jets on for 50 ms and then perform another logic decision at the next
50 ms frametime. If the error still exceeded the deadband we would •
continue firing, if, on the other hand, it had returned into the deadband,
then no further firings would take place. .Therefore, the 50 ms frametime










TULC 4-2. RCS *LCAO-LA6> SYSTEM PARAMETERS
(MM for all axes units* otherwise Indicated)









II. OtAOBARO AND GAS JET CHARACTERISTICS





















slope: ton • 20 * 160|e,|
for |ee|>0.5* c
Frequency of execution of
jet flrliM) decision routine
6as jet
Sinale jet force (15 *1bf)
CM to jet cluster 1 vector









Figure 4-3. Oeadband Logic with 20 ms MOT
The tgN signals coming out ot the deadband logic, are then
fed into the Thruster Selection Logic which selects the appropriate
gas jet thrusters to be fired as shown 1n Figure 4-1. It also generates
the necessary electrical signals to open and close the valves of those
gas jets.
The force and torque acting on the bus can then be computed
as follows. Let fjl(O and fj2(t), 1 * 1.2,... 6 denote the vector
force pulses produced by each of the 6 jets of. clusters 1 and 2
respectively, all expressed 1n some common coordinates, say bus
coordinates. Let Rt and R2 denote the vector from the bus center of
mass CM. to clusters 1 and 2 respectively, in bus coordinates. The





In order for the simulation program to Integrate accurately
this pulse-width-modulated train of torques, one has to use an extremely
small, integration step. This poses serious numerical and cost problems
if we consider that simulation times of 500 - 1000 seconds are typical
due to the slow response of this large vehicle. Because of this, the
pulse width modulation logic was not simulated directly 1n that form but
converted to an amplitude-modulation scheme, such that the amplitude
of the pulse was made constant over the 50 ms and proportional to the
•error.. Thus, Instead of firing 15 mlb for the first, say, 27 ms of a
50 ms interval, we implemented the proportional logic by firing for the
full 50 ms with a force of
^x 15 mlb .
This amplitude modulation approximation makes sense because during each
50 ms Interval it imparts the same momentum to the vehicle as i:he pulse
width modulation approach it simulates.
This completes the description of the RCS lead-lag control
system.
4.3 RCS RATE + POSITION CONTROL SYSTEM
As we will see in the following subsection, some of the RCS
maneuvers simulated with the lead-lag controller scheme' produced
unsatisfactory results. In an effort to determine if this poor perfor-
mance could be improved, a second control scheme has been considered.
This is the so called rate plus position system in which the control
signal e is obtained as the negative of the weighted sum of the
position error and the actual vehicle rate
ec *- «e$ - ec) + Kpp „)
The "rate to position" gain K provides damping. This
scheme is similar to the lead- lag system in that the lead-lag produces
a control error based on the position error plus the rate of the error.
Our present controller, however, uses the vehicle rate itself ,-ather
than the rate of the position error. The Solar Array controllers were
also changed to rate * position systems.
4-10
The resulting block diagram Is shown In Figure 4-4. It 1s
similar to the block diagram shown in Figure 4-2 but the lead-lags have
been replaced with "rate plus position" signals. The system parameters
are given In Table 4-3 which reflects a change from the lead-lag















TABLE 4-3. RCS 'RATE + POSITION" SYSTEM PARAMETERS
(saw for all axes unltss otherwise Indicated)
PARAMETER VALUE UNITS DESCRIPTION
I. RATE «• POSITION CONTROLLER
K_ 49.96142 S
r 1.0 S
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The performance of the lead-lag control systems
described above was evaluated through computer simulation of the four
test maneuvers described in 2.4. The bus yaw turn and scan slewing
maneuvers were simulated also with the rate + position controller
described in 4.3. Full details of the flexible dynamics models,
simulation nrograms, and assumptions can be found in Section 2.
The results of the simulations are shown in Figures 4-5
through 4-10, and are discussed below in some detail. The figures
themselves are also captionad with pertinent explanations and commentary.
The nomenclature used in these figures is listed in Table 4-4.
The 1° pitch turn maneuver simulation (Figure 4-5)
shows acceptable performance for this type of maneuver. Some struc-
tural vihration is evident in the rate plots d), h), and, especially, .
in the sokir panel deformation coordinate plots u) through x). Note
structural vibrations to be coincident with gas jet firings.
The 30° bus yaw turn (Figure 4-6), on the other hand,
exhibits totally unacceptable performance characterized by uncontrolled,
undamped limit cycling resulting in a steady state limit cycle gas
consumption of 540 gr/hour (-1.19 Ib/hr) following turn stop. This
serious situation is not an uncommon one. Several spacecraft hav?
exhibited this type of behavior in flight. The Voyagers 1 and 2
are a recent example of exactly this type of situation [8]. This
phenomenon is thought to occur as a consequence of structure/control
interactions, where the solar arrays are excited into oscillation and
their motion causes (phase-shifted) gas jet firings which sustain the
oscillations indefinitely. In an effort to determine if this poor
performance could be improved upon, this same bus yaw maneuver was
simulated a second time, this time after changing the lead-lag (LI)
controller to the "rate-plus-position" (R+P) controller described in 4.3.
The R+P system provided a very clean and reasonable bus yaw turn
(Figure 4-7) with RCS-typical vibration levels but no evidence of
t J.Tolivar, A.F., "Voyager Oscillations - Some Data and Comments" Inter-
office Memorandum 343-319, Nov. 16, 1977, JPL Internal Document.
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control/structure Interaction. Gas consumption was much smaller than
before and the residual limit cycle rates after the turn are very
small.
The multi-axis acquisition maneuver was simulated with the
baseline lead-lag controller and the resulting plots are shown in
Figure 4-8. Acquisition (for the particular set of Initial conditions
considered here) takes about 700 seconds and results in unacceptable,
undamped, high limit cycle rates in yaw, entirely analogous to the
situation observed for the bus yaw turn.
Simulation plots for the scan platform slewing test are
given In Figures 4-9 for the LL controller, and in Figure 4-10,. for
the R+P controller. In both cases, the vehicle was assumed to be
Initially just "sitting" on the edge of the deadband on all 3 axes.
Both sets of simulation plots appear quite similar, in the sense that
most of the dynamic disturbance experienced by the vehicle Is caused
by the slewing of the platform, not by the gas jet firings. However,
a very significant difference Is the amount of (Ne) attitude control
gas consumed for the slew sequence considered; the LL system used
0.63 gr, while the R+P system used 2.25 gr (almost four times as
much). This is because the R+P system considered here Is more sensi-
tive to the rate spikes (produced by the scan slewing and jet firings)
and results in considerably more multipulsing when at the edge of the
deadband.
In summary, the RCS system has been shown to produce
vehicle attitude control characterized by high vibration levels and
excitation of the vehicle flexible appendages. These high vibration
levels are due to the impulsive nature of the loads produced by the
nearly-square gas jet pulses. Such loads have a very high frequency
content and, thus, tend to excite all resonant frequencies in the
structure. The higher vibration levels are very dangerous and, In
fact, in 2 out of the 6 simulations, have been shown co lead to severe
control/structure interaction resulting in exceedingly high limit
cycle rates, and unacceptable propel!ant consumption.
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Angular position of the bus (bQ), rad
Systan angular noMntuM magnitude, NHA-S .
Control error e , rad
Position connands Into Scan Platform, rad
Position connands Into SA wings, rad
Sensed position error e, rad
Panel deformation generalized coordinates •
(panel 1. first 8 modes)
Hinge rotation for Solar Array
Panels 1,2, and Scan Clock, and Cone,
respectively, rad
Bus angular rates, rad/s
Hinge torques for Solar Array Panels 1,2,
and Scan Clock.'and Cone, respectively, rad
Gas jet on polarities
9C position Input (turn conxand). rad
External torques about vehicle CM, NH* .
Neon gas conjunction In gran (1,1,1, and
total)




























































































































Mtll dMptd turn r*s(.jnsc. At end of simulation vctilcit 1s approaching upper daadband.
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REACTION WHEEL ATTITUDE CONTROL
A Reaction Wheel Attitude Control System achieves vehicle
control through the use of motor driven flywheels. The motors are
energized to develop the torques which control the vehicle. These
torques are felt by both the vehicle and the wheels causing each to
accelerate (1n opposite directions) In Inverse ratio to their respective
moments of Inertia.
Reaction wheels with suitable control laws can provide
extremely accurate and smooth proportional control. This Is a very
Important asset In the control of flexible vehicles as 1t reduces
significantly the problems of control/structure interactions that one
encounters with Impulsive type A/C systems, such as the RCS system
described In Section 4.
In the present section we will develop an attitude control
system for SEPS/ICM using NASA Standard Reaction Wheels. He will also
evaluate Its performance. The section Is organized as follows:
Page
5.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE NASA STANDARD
REACTION WHEEL (SRW) 5-2
5.2 THREE-AXES CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION USING
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5.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE NASA STANDARD REACTION WHEEL (SRW)
The SRW (Figure 5-1) consists of a flywheel, a two phase
Induction drive motor, redundant tachometers, a temperature sensor, a




FLOATING VIN MOTOR SPIN MOTOR fitt
BEAMING MOUNT STArQR TRANSDUCER
' CONNECTOR'
SURFACE
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JUgSr lOCATIONI
Figure 5-1. NASA SRW Cross Section
Figure 5-2 shows the torques available at various wheel
speeds and motor voltages for dual-phase excitation of the motor (this
means that, for a given speed, the torque 1s proportional to the square
of the voltage). It can be observed from Figure 5-2 that 1n the range
of + 1800 rpm - and for a given applied voltage - the torque Is approxi-
mately constant.
The synchronous speed of the motor («s) at 400 Hz excitation
Is 2400 rpm. The wheel, however, loses Its torqulng capability near
this speed and should not be operated above 2200 rpm.* In this study,
It 1s possible to drive the SRW at different frequencies and thus alter
Its momentum storage capability, torque characteristics, and maximum
speed.
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Figure 5-2. Torque-speed characteristics
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we have aimed at using the SRW at less than 2200 rpm (92% of w ) and
have taken advantage of a constant torque approximation over this range




= 0.045 in-oz/y* (0.3177 N-m/V2) is the "n»tor
torque constant,"
a
 the voltage applied to the motor, in volts,
sign(Vm) ~ the "sign of Vm ".
Neglecting frictional torques, the SRW can then be modelled
as shown in Figure 5-3,
m yK V SionfV }
m m • v V
'r 1
Js
Figure 5-3. SRW model
where 1^ s 0.3177 N-m/V is the motor torque constant,
J = 0.0868117 kg-m is the flywheel and motor rotor inertia,
w = the inertial spin rate of the SRW, in rad/s.
5.2 THREE-AXES CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION USING SRW'S
To obtain control torques on the vehicle three SRW's will
be used. They are mounted on the bus (bg) with their spin axes parallel
to the bus XYZ axes as shown in Figure 5-4. Note that their actual
location within the bus is immaterial, they can be placed anywhere they
fit.
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Fiqure 5-4. Bus with 3 SRH's




 (*i *2 <*a) denote the spin angle of SRH's relative to
i = diagonal (It I2 I3) with 1^ the spin axis Inertia of
rotor 1
Tp » (T Tr Tp ) denote the vector of applied torques to
rotors
TBr s (TBri TBr, ^3) e^110*^  tne vector of torques on the
bus bQ due to SRW's
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The torques on the rotors and on the bus are given by
u) (5-2)
TBr •- [(* + ) + « • x ($ + «)] (5-3)
In our case, for three Identical wheels Ii = I2 * I3 = J, these equations
yield
+
 «i) . TB^ • - Tpj - J(-w3*2 + u>2*3) (5-4a)
u2) • TB - - T - 0(0)3*! -ui*3) (5-46)
T
r3 "
 J 2^*i +«i»2) (5-4c)
The terms
"2*3) (5-5a)
- "1*3 ) (5-5b)
"1*2) .(5-5c)
represent the gyroscopic cross-coupling reaction torques on each axis
caused by the vehicle and wheel spin rates of the other two axes. These
gyroscopic terms are very small under normal conditions, becoming notice-
able only when the vehicle rates are high and, simultaneously, the wheels
are spinning at high velocity.
It should be noted that the tachometers in the SRW's provide
measurements of £, the spin rate relative to the SRW housing (i.e., b.).
To obtain the inertial spin rate o>r all that is needed 1s to compute
UL. B £ + (it where $ 1t obtained from the tachometer and u> is obtained
from the gyros mounted on bQ .







• Figure 5-5. SRH model including gyroscopic torques
5.3 DESIGN OF THE ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
In order to design the Reaction Wheel A/C System for SEFS
we will make some simplifying assumptions which Mill allow us to design
f ' •
the systems as if the vehicle Mere rigid. This is a temporary assumption
which Mill only be used for the design phase of the A/C loop and the
sizing of its parameters. The A/C system developed under these assump-
tions Mill then be integrated with a fully flexible dynamics SEPS model.
Their joint performance Mill be evaluated through computer simulation
of several maneuvers in subsection 5.4.
Under certain conditions, to be described below, this is
a viable and desirable design approach because of Its simplicity. It
can be justified by the following considerations. If the control loop is
designed so as to provide a control frequency well below, the lowest
flexible mode frequency, then the vehicle will move slowly enough that
structural deformations Mill be minimal and, therefore, vehicle flexibility
will not play a significant role; the vehicle Mill move as an essentially
rigid body. In more mundane and graphical terms, this philosophy can be
summarized by the following principle: "If moved slowly enough, even a
bowl of Jello Mill behave as a nearly perfect rigid body.*
We should, thus, aim for a control frequency n sufficiently
below the lowest modal frequency of the solar panels • so as to not
excite the structure significantly - but, at the same time, high enough,
so that the speed of response of the vehicle is adequate. The lowest
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modal frequency of the panels was given In Section 2 as fL=0.065226 Hz
X* (0.409827 rad/s, with a period T-15.33 seconds). We will select for nc
a frequency 10 to 20 times lower than f^, i.e., somewhere between
0.0065 and 0.0032 Hz, let us say
0.004 Hz = 0.025 rad/s (T = 250 seconds)
which Is 16 times (4 octaves) below the lowest flexible mode. Such value
1s considered to be sufficiently below fL to satisfy the above principle
and, yet, high enough to provide adequate response times to meet perfor-
mance requirements. The adequacy of this choice (on both counts) can
be appreciated by examining the A/C performance plots given in subsection
5.4.
The attitude control scheme to be considered here is a
"rate-plus-position error" type controller as shown in Figure 5-6. The
controller commands the SRW's to apply a torque TC on the vehicle which
is proportional to the weighted sum of the vehicle rate and its
position error
Tc - - K((es -ec) + Krpj;)





8 = position command
a = vehicle position
9 = vehicle position as sensed by a position^ sensor" (here
assumed to be •,)
ei a &c - es. Note that -BI 1s the position error.
e2 = flc - es - K u. Note that -e2 Is the "position error
plus (weighted) rate error."
K 3 "rate-to-position" gain (determines damping)
K a control gain TC = K e2 (determines control frequency)
T^ j. = external disturbance torque on vehicle
I = vehicle inertia
In order to make a preliminary evaluation of the control scheme, let us
make two simplifying assumptions for the moment:
a) A perfect celestial sensor (r=0 so that 8$ a e)
b) A perfect reaction wheel SRW(s) = 1, so that the SRW
can provide a torque equal to its input TC> whatever
it might be.
Under these simplifying assumptions, the closed loop transfer function of
Figure 5-6 (with Td1st » 0 and w - o») is given by
U|I
 3 .+^K/n+' t (5-6)
w_lS| SIS ~ N_»^ 11 T Wlc rp
that is, a simple second order system with characteristic polynomial
s2 + 2ewM s + aiM2 = 0 (5-7a)
where
wn
so that a suitable controller can be designed by choice of K and Kr_.
In practice, however, SRU(s) 1s not a "straight wire" but
contributes its own non-linear dynamics to the system. Such dynamics
are studied next.
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5.3.1 Design of SRW Torque Controller
We Mill begin by designing the SRW Torque Controller, I.e.,
the controller that takes the desired torque TC as Its Input and generates
a torque TBp on the vehicle which 1s reasonably close to T . A method to
accomplish this Is shown 1n Figure 5-7. It uses an Integrator followed
by an accurate speed control loop for the wheel.
K V tinnfV 1 'r
<*{
TACHOMETER
Figure 5-7. SRW torque control loop
The torque command Is first converted to a SRW speed command u by
Integrating -TC/J with a limited Integrator. The difference between
the commanded and the actual (Inertial) speeds Is fed through a compensator
ILO+k/s) to produce a voltage to be applied to the motor. The square
root of this voltage 1s put through a + 30 V 11miter (protection to the
motor) and then applied to the motor. The tachometer output plus the
bus gyro rate are added to obtain the SRW 1nert1al spin rate which
completes the loop. The square root block Included In this loop has the
purpose of cancelling the nonlinear square characteristics of the motor. .
Note that the scheme attempts to compensate for the disturbance-like
effects of the gyroscopic torques T by commanding, not the "desired"
torque TC, but TC » TC * T Into the loop. This causes Tr to track
- TC, and TBp to track TC proper.
There are two "limited Integrators" Included 1n the SRW
loop. A limited Integrator 1s a device which acts as normal Integrator
until Its state (output) reaches a preset limit (LIM) at which point
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it stops accumulating. Its output stays saturated at LIM until the Input
changes polarity, causing the Integrator to come out of saturation
Instantly.
The first limited Integrator In the loop Is the one which
generates the RW speed command and Is limited to + LIMi = + 230.38 rad/s
(2200 rpm) to avoid generating speed commands greater than the capability
of the SRW, and to avoid the lag problem that would occur if such greater
commands were generated.
The second limited Integrator 1s in the feedforward path of the
compensator. This feedforward path is included so that two problems are
. taken care of
a) Maintain SRW speed in spite of its fractional forces.
b) Maintain a non-zero accelerating voltage input to the
SRW to compensate for external disturbance torques on
the vehicle, without the need for a steady state error.
The integrator 1s limited also to avoid lag problems. Its limit +_ LIM2
will be set so that the output of the saturated integrator will never
command more than 30 V at 7£ (Figure 5-7) I.e.,
LIM2 x Kp <. 30 volts.
This implies
|LIM2| <_27.447 rad/s.
In this study it will be assumed that the vehicle rate
sensor (rate estimator or gyro) of Figure 5-6 provides a perfect measure-
ment of the bus rate u>, and that the tachometer provides an exact
measurement of the SRW speed i». Then, for the non-saturating region
of operation (jVj <. 30 volts, |<-cl l 230.38 and |<oe1| <_ 27.447 rad/s),
the SRW torque controller can be simplified to that shown in Figure 5-8.




Figure 5-8. S;mplified SRW torque controller for
nrn-saturating region
Note that we can place the poles of the SRW loop anywhere we wish by
choice of gains K,. and k
$(s) = s2 + -y^ - (s+k) « s2
which implies k K K_
u~" —r-^  • «-T?- • (5-9b.)
n n (5-9a)
(5-9c)
Note that the zero is automatically fixed at -k. Also note that
1C » 2c«iT . By trial and err
the SRW loop parameters is
« £cJ or it was determined that a good choice for
tu » 0.06 rad/s and 1
That is, a critically damped SRW loop with «n about 2.4 times faster than
the control frequency n a 0.025 rad/s. This choice results in
k . !!n.a 0.032c
K » 2^,; J . 32.7990066 volts/rad/s
i fl ^^ •m •
where we have used J = 0.0868117 kg m2 and -K^ = 0.3177 10"3 N-<n/V2.
This completes the design of the SRW Torque Controller.
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\5.3.2 Design of Rate + Position Error Controller
Incorporating the SRW Torque Controller transfer function
given by equation 5-8 into the block diagram of Figure 5-6, we obtain the
linearized A/C loop as shown in Figure 5-9.
The open loop transfer function for the .inner loop is
K KYD K(s-Hc) (5-10)
Figure'5-5. Linearized A/C loop
• 9
The corresponding root locus is shown in Figure 5-10 (calibrated in
terms of the de-gain
K N ^ , M | »*ffl '
(5-11)
Selecting Kdc » 0.03 yields
K Krp = 0.03 I . (5-12)
and inner closed loop poles at
p^- 0.021307 and -0.04947 + 0.05165J (5, « C.6917, MI = 0.071519),




-0 05 -0.0<* • -0 03 ~0.02
Figure 5-10. Root locus for Inner loop
0.01
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- (5-13)(s * 0.0211307)(s*+ 2c,
Note that the inner (rate) loop only determines the product
of the gains K K (which is appropriate, since K K can be viewed
as a "rate to torque" gain).
The outer (position) loop is shown in Figure 5-11.
e.
'K(sH)
( s * p , ) ( s - ' + : ? - -
's
,








Fiijuro S-ll. Outer loop
The root locus of this system .is shown in Figure 5-12 calibrated in
terms of the de-gain
-dc " J (5-14)
Selecting our operating point at Krf = 0.02 yields a dominant pole pair
(our control frequency >:c) at
-0.0180986'+ 0.0171644J (f = 0.725, »: » 0.02494 rad/s)
— c c
so we do indeed obtain a control frequency of about 0.025 rad/s as was
our intent.
The other pole pair is at
-0.042 + 0.0415J (f. = 0.711, » = 0.059 rad/s)
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-0.05 -0.0"» -0.03 -0.02
Figure 5-12. Root locus for outer loop
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-0.01
We can now solve for K from equation (5-14), obtaining
n t.« • *
I.e.
K * 6.0046333
We can solve then fdr K from (5-12)
K_ = 0-031
 a 0.03 I s 4
S-P T^^  6.0046333 1Q-"!
(Independent of the Inertia).
Thus, for I : I = 179000 kg m2 and I - 3500 kg m2 we obtainy
Kx =107.48293 for the X axis,
K -• 2.10162 for the Y axis,
K2 = 107.48293 for the I axis,
and
for all three axes.
K = 49.961418
5.3.3 Design of Solar Array Controller








Figure 5-13. Solar array controller block diaoram
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The to».,ue on each solar array Ming is given by
T *- t (e - e c + K*a «. ).,sa. sa sa sa rp sa ' '
where
Such a s>stem can be thought to arise for either of the following two
mechanizations.
MECHANIZATION 1) An actuator drive mechanism having control
.gain Ksa, motor torque constant K^a, and a
viscous damper at the output shaft having
damping constant B « KSaK^a K" N-m per
rad/s.
MECHANIZATION 2) A rate-plus position type controller similar
to the one described earlier having position-
to-torque gain 7sa • KsaK^a and rate-to-
position gain K". . In this case the damping
is provided by the control loop and no
damping hardware is required; instead, it
requires a measurement (or estimate) of
the SA rate.
In either case, the controller results in a second order
system with u__ and r given by
So So
sa l a ? p sasa
• 2Using I » 234.61 kg m /wing and selecting
So • -
Ksa » 15 N-tn/rad, KjjJ ' « 5.53676 s ,
results in




This frequency was selected because of the following
considerations
1} It Is about 10 times faster than the vehicle control
frequency nc, so that the SA's and their control loops will have
minimal effect on the vehicle controller,
2) It 1s about 1.6 times slower than the lowest modal
frequency f, (which corresponds to the first-out-of-plane bending of the
solar array). However, and more Importantly, 1t Is 8.3 times slower
(-3 octaves) than the frequency of the lowest torsion mode (0.3337 Hz)
and, therefore, rotational excitation of the SA at.
 Wea will result in5<X
minimal excitation of the SA structure. Because of this, the SA control-
lers will "see" a SA which appears quite rigid.
5.3.4 System Block Diagram and Parameters
, Assembling the controllers designed In the preceding pages
together with the ICM Scan Platform described in Section 2, results
in the attitude control system block diagram shown in Figure 5-14. The
system parameters are listed in Table 5-2.
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TABLE 5-2. REACTION WHEEL CONTROL SYSTEM PARAMETERS(MM for all axes unless otherwise Indicated)
PARAMETER VALUE UNITS DESCRIPTION

















Z-axI s ' position-to-torque
gain
Rate-to-position gain
II.. SRU TORQUE CCNTROLLER














SRU speed coMand 1<«1t
TeedforMrd Integrator gain
Feedforward Integrator Holt
V-s/rad SRU rate-to-«o1tage gain
V Motor voltage Halter
0.3177 10'3 N-a/V2 Motor torque constant






















5.4 SRW ATTITUDE CONTROL PERFORMANCE
The performance of the SRW control system just described
Mas evaluated through computer simulation of the, four test maneuvers
described in 2.4. Full details of the 30-mode flexible dynamics
.model, simulation programs, and assumptions can be found in Section 2.
The results of the SRW simulations are shown in figures
5-15 through 5-1.8, and are discussed below. The figures themselves
are also captioned with pertinent explanations and commentary. The
nomenclature used in these figures is given in Table 5-3.
Figures 5-15 and 5-16 show the performance for 1° pitch
turn and 30° bus yaw turn, respectively. Both of these figures
exhibit similar characteristics in that they both serve to illustrate
the very smooth proportional control and vehicle response achievable
with reaction wheels. Excitation of the flexible appendages 1svery
small.
Figure 5-17 shows the results of the simulation for the
multi-axes'acquisition maneuver. The initial conditions assumed were:
Corresponding
Axis Initial Position Initial1 Rate Momentum
pitch +1.0° +0.005°/s 15.62 N-m-s
yaw +2.0° +0.250°/s 15.27 N-m-s
roll 0.0° -0.005°/s 15.58 N-m-s
The performance plots show a marginally acceptable acquisition
performance, because the initial conditions used are near the limit of
the SRW momentum storage capability. This causes the wheels to speed
up to (or very near to) their saturation point, where they loose their
torquing ability. The 20 N-m-s momentum storage capacity of the NASA
SRW limits acquisitions to conditions where the initial momentum to be
absorbed is <15 N-m-s.
For the scan slewing simulation (Figure 5rl8), the SRW
system was commanded to maintain the vehicle attitude in Its Initial
zero state while the scan platform was slewing. The box slew sequence
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Introduces high frequency disturbances Into the vehicle, with yaw
being the axis most affected. The control system manages to keep
yaw within 165 yrad of the Initial position. Note that the control
system attempts to preserve the Initial attitude by slowly varying,
low-frequency smooth nudging of the vehicle towards null, not by trying
to react to and control each Individual transient caused by platform
articulation.
In summary, the SRW system has been shown to provide very
smooth proportional attitude control of the vehicle, with very small
excitation of the vehicle flexibility. Its excellent dynamic performance
Is similar to the smooth TVC performance seen 1n Section 3. It must
be remembered, however, that all reaction wheel systems are "momentum
management" systems which have the limitations Imposed by the momentum
storage capacity (size) of the wheels; once the wheels reach their
maximum speed (saturation) they become "loaded" and must be unloaded
by a secondary torqulng method such as TVC or a gas jet system. Thus,
even though an SRW system must also have, say, a secondary RCS system,
the main (and very significant) advantage of SRW system Is the mass
savings to be realized. This is because all zero net momentum maneuvers
(not exceeding the wheel capacity) may be performed by the wheels with-
out any propellant consumption at all. This is true for turns, as well
as for scan platform slewing since the net average momentum on a long
sequence of typical slews tends to zero, as the number of slews
increases.
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Angular position of the bus (t>c), rid
SystM angular aowntu* M^nitudt. N-o-s
Control error «c> r«d
Position co«n*n<ls Into SA Mings, rad
Sensed position error e. r«d
Pinel deforautlon generalized coordinates
(panel 1, first 8 modes)
Hinge rotation angles for Solar Array
Panels 1.2, and Scan Clock, and Cone,
respectively, rad
Bus angular rates, rad/f
External torques about but CM (fro* SRW's
plus external disturbances), N-ei
•Desired control torques T . H-m
Hinge torques for Solar Array Panels 1.2.
and Scan Clock, and Cone, respectively, rad
•c position Input (turn coimand). rad
Torques on SRWs, N-«
SRU aotor applied voltagt. V
SRH speed co»mnd «c. rad/s
SRU actual speed »r> rad/s




















c) Pitch Ukti -120 I to ccctltrat* to turn ritt (O.OOSVs) and holds It until turn
coMtnd stop (T-ZOO). d) Shovs control trror wnlch ctMwndt the vehicle to accelerate











Note s^oth. slowly varying torques produced by W In above tw jrtphs. u Mil as In





••: ux »:-i ;?.:• • .'!>.' :ci. »'.r.. «!:
\x
X
t RM tracks speed coiMnd M5CI rMchlng • MI of -194 r/s (1850 rp*) «t fISO.
returns to -0 rp» «t fSOO.
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FC. L ' .:. FIGURE $-15
0
j)
1) V RH spinning *t constant •ccelerttlon to overcoat solar pressure torque, j) 2 RU
taking care of disturbance due to cross-coupling reaches a •a»1«u»- velocity of









 \ I ' I: \ I / !
Torques and deflections at hinges (solar array and scan platfora) values are negligible.
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F16UIE $-15
5C- 1C5 IK MS
Itogllgtblt hlngt dtflactlons.
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SA dtforwtion gmwallztd coordlruui shoving pre*»1n«fit (and tipKUd) vdt 4 In-plaiw
dtforMtlon of SA. with MM coup ltd owt-of-planc wtlon. Not* that tht residual









5C- IPC • isc- roc Jvc we . JDC <oc *'.: w:





L'L- r-LX '100CI Trt RHrt FISURE 5-16
30«9U3 :
\




c) VM takes -120 s to «cc«1*r«t« to turn rate (0.25*/s) «t «*1eh tfn turn 1*
to stop. It Ukts another 120 s for vehicle to slo* dOM. d) Show* control error
the vehicle to accelerate and decelerate.
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•l~_l f : . C > FIGURE 5-16
30* BUS ». TJRN












torques «r* swoth (f). Figures e) »M h) $»«• eitrawly $Mll pitch «nd roll
torques producM by cnjss-coup.ling »nd (Mfttl d«forMt1oo due to the ya« turn.
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f-L'LL FLEX KOOCL hJTn RHrt FIGURE 5-16
30*SUS t TUfiN
.'C K ICC 190- OJC. 2M- IOC. «« VK
C fc ICC.
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T RU tracks spetd coMMnd URWCT rMchIng « w>1iui of -1S9 r/s (1518 rp*) «t T-125 s;







l: >;*H RkH FIGURE 5-16
1
 30«5U£ i







k) ill hinge torquts on SA. 1) SA vlngs turn -30* with rcsptct to tlw bus so •» to




F-L'LL TLLX K3QE1:. '«;T> KWr: FIGURE 5-16
30* BUS :'
A






c • « i«.
•1 i !









•) SA Mings trick tlwfr coooands to -30* -1th respect to bus. n) Scan platform locked






l: i-J'r Rhf FISURE $-16








SA dcfonMtton gen«r*t1ied coordinates stMring prcdovlnMt MO> t out-of-oluw o«11
defomit Ion with MB* coupled in-pUnt «nd torsion. to*1*»i1 /tbratlon levels are very
sMll due to the SMOthness (lot. frequency) of tni applied toro^es.
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F 'JLL '"LC> KUCEl » \ ' - r > R*-
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i ' | • '; ; ;
I RU stops »eh1cl» and starts to bring H back but RU saturates at T-100. loosing Us
torqulna capability. Vehiclt coasts Uwards null with nn«cl saturated until T-S30 seconds
at Mfllch tlw control error changes sign and comands RW to decelerat*. causing It to
out of saturation and regain control of vehicle. S«e also 1). j). o) and r).
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o) StturtUd pltck i*Ml. p) TM M«H> utwrtus.
s:.
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4) toll DM Marly saturate*, r) Start MI 30V being coMtndcd to each of tht thrw
tt *Urt of acquisition.





























u) SA MJilau* Mngi tnglt transient of -0.07V ») Scan platfem locktd In plac* for
thl*





«) through i) '
SA deformation generallred cpordt.utes shoving predootinant node 1 ott-of-plane deformation
of S*. Kot« that residual vibration levels »r« higher than for th* two preceding Maneuvers










t;. itie bo* slm sequrncr





p«U»i petition Md r«t« error* «re »«r> UMII («?
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PredicUBly. the largest disturbance is in yd« (the axis of least inertia). ' Max position








Induct^  ro'' position «nd ratt errors of 45
 u.r»d and 120 und/s. rtsptctlvtly. NotlCMbU




I I 1 - ! 1 'i < ; ' i! : : ! . j .
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•). n). o). CMwnds tnd wheel speeds. Note filrly high ripple content on roll (due to
high loop gain, which Mgnlfles flexible Interaction).
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PROGRAM THREE AXES TVC CID FLEX 2 SOLAR PANELS UNDEPLOYED HAG BOOM
TWO D.EGREL OF "FREEDOM SCAN' PLATFORM IriOOY B3)
STOUfO HIGH GAIN ANTEK'NA
CONDITIONS AT TEMPLE .? RENDEZVOUS
.COMMENT
REVISKP 1C. OCT 79
MFTR1C UNITS THROUGHOUT
BUS DATA FROM H. PRICL'S MOM PROGRAM
P*?<FL DATA FROM K. GUPTA'S FINITE EL MODEL 5SPAR OCT 75)
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL LOOP WITH LEDLAG OR KRP <NOV 79)
Mi* SPECIFIC MAUEUVEK PARAMETERS SEE LINE 103
COMMENT
I \TFGER MC,NF,H«2,i:>,FC?«3),PI<b),J,K,PLTMr'R»L,M,N,NN« MANNER
MM 7)











PBECISION WPOT(7),ETnD(2,15) $ LOGICAL
DATA (H(2«J),J-1,2>/(<*1/
DATA <c(l,J),J-l,l)/l,1,15/ * DATA <F<?,J),J=
O A T A D l ^ r i t Y l ^ * '
COGENT
COMMFNT OEFINC THl MASS PROPERTIES OF THE 4 PODlESi
OATA *«...
/1H2A.»£,<», 2635.60>» 1769.269* -50.133* -114.634*
TATA <"SU,J>,J = 1,7>...
/22?H4.rn* 234.C1, 2187C.OC* *158.02, C.CC, 3.30, 176.818/
DATA (MS(2,J),J=1,7)...
/22084.0T, 234.61* 21876.00* -158.32* C.OO, 3.03, 176.81S/
OATA I1S(?,J),J=1,7)...





T F M P S T C 8 )
P S < 3 » 3 » 3 »
T S ( 3 » 3 )
G M D ( 4 )
R F ( 2 * 1 * 3 >
F F » 2 * 1 » 3 >
WFH2(2,15)
SENG2(3>










COMMENT POS VEC SPECIF LOCATION OF CM«S & HINGES-IN S/C COORDINATES
OATA C'bLV /.0703* .019C* .6266 /
OATA (CHSLVtl,J)*J:l«2>/ 0.00* »19.37645 *«0.2/
P»TA <C"«:LV<2«J)*o-l»3)/ O.OC* -1.9.27645 ,»C.2/
fiATA erxSLVC?,J)«J = l,3»/-1.3691, -0.370* -0.7893/
OATA (HINGLVI1«J>*J=1,3)/ 0.00 ,0.00 «*0.2/
>^ATA (HlN'aLV(.'>,J),J=l,3)/ O.S? ,0.00 ,*0.2/
DATA
TNGIKLS LOCATIONS - IN 3/C COOROINATfS
/(i.C*«l-.b*3.21/ S OATA ENC2LV /0.0«-0.5*3.21/
C ORIFNTATIONS
PftTA <G(1«J>,J=1,?)/ C.CCtOGO««1.0UOOCC* D.COC300/
DATA fbC2,J>*J:l«?)/ C.C?CO CO,* 1.03COCC, O.OOOOOO/
DATA IGC3-,J).J=1*5)/ O.OOOCC3* 0 ,'J JOOOb **1 .COCOOO/
OATA «G(4*J)*J:l,2>/ 0 .CCG000,* 1.0CCOC0» O.OOOOOO/
. t
t
rC O M M F N T
COKMFNT RIGID C L A S T I C COUPLING C Gt FM C I f *Ti f o« IH| 2 PANELS ...
r»'AR HOrtL °T X. C-U»TA OF OCT 79 ...
C O M D I T I O f j S AT TI*PLC. 2 R














< i . j s8%V, 1.1S20C....
* 11.24900,...
. C C 6 3 7 t
P A T A ( < F I
.814f °,
-.1 1V17.
."> f t*7 ~ .









-.2^.'«••., - .O l4b f , -.C3: i8i




.11299, -, i«2iw, -.S*bM«...




1. 1 571 :.',...
•C0137, -.23i42,
row ' r \ ' r
•:C'"-tr,T PtKf .L f , t -K lULTMCHS C IN H f R T Z ) ANf, DAMPING
>/...
C.I 925* 7 , r.
5 , C.^51
D A T A <WFH7<2,J»,J=1,15»/. . .
9.2*1074 . C.229230 •> C.333713 • C.3^1529
n.37;i:;/ , 0.3937<»M , C.«1C39? ,






CALCULATE TMf S/C CENTER Of HASS
no cwi K
C*M..
W P I T f (o«F3> CKSCLV
r.o*«c*«T CO-PUTAMO* or PH AM> PS VECTORS AHO CMS TO rue VCCTO«S
DO LI * = !»$
11..




! » » F I N T f i r Mf t to & K C S AS FOLLOWS:
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Avt r . r = * ( r.otAR A R R A Y AM? i
A X I S I =, »'
• ••••••••••••• •••^•••••••••••••••••* •••.*•••••••
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? - TUKN EHiTIRf S P A C f C K A F T APOUT A X I S ? •
* - TURN rNTihE st-ACtCRAFT AHOUI AXIS.^ . •
4 - TURN , hus ONLY at-GUT AXIS? •
• »'ILC Kf lPINO A R R A Y S ON THE SUN •
r> - A C Q U I S I T I O N OF CEL RFFFREMCCS •
f. - S C A N P L A T t G f t w S L f W OR HOXSCAN •
• ••••••••••«••*••••••••••••*••••••••••*•'•*»••••••••*•••*
CO\ 'Sf AKT ••A.vruv = 1.0
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. CONTINUE
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**•••• TVC CONTROLLER P A R A M E T E R S ••••••
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COGENT SP CONTROL LOOP
CONSTANT KCL =1500. •
CONSTANT BCL = 1<»B.5C t
rCM"CNT !/CAN SELECTION
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INITIAL SS« FILTFN, AND IL VALUES
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C*rCfc l ' = f " L T N : « M « I N T «i V 1
i » ( r«rc*r . r . i . ' . ru!VT) N F « I \ T S N F • I N T « I N T R V ?
Yf 'PLl = Nik INT
si i . . C O N T i \ u :
T' |»Ti»iT*.; . ol
I I ( T I M t t ' . L T . V f S t > L T ) C O T C M J S A V t
G«* ( %( » . . » ' )
"* 0 SIP J = I
I •••
'•:i: si: K = I
I = L « '
'•tr.
b - I l r ( C CC
I T . C . T . S W I T C H ) » • »
• : A V F . . C C ' l T I N U J
b INT » I «.'
l » J T . M . f
la .TPuT :?








G ^  <i • *


















RA T E ? •
tsc? *
TP? .
t T A 1 1 ,






















































 i r^fi ^Mi *i r*»fl
=l.r-fl ,Gf3 sl.F-8




























R A T F 1 «
TP1 «










T C M S A l «
COKCL •
GI*A1 ,







C R R O R 2 <
ALPH2 ,
R A T 1 2 i
E T A 1 1
E T A 1 2
F T A 1 3
E T A 1 4
E T A 1 S
F T A l t
E T A 1 7
E 7 A 1 8
GMA20
TRNCOM




R A T E ?
TH?
T S C ?
FTA11
F T A ^ l ?
C T A 1 3
F T A 1 4
C T A l b
E T A 1 (.
ITA17




























R A U 3
rui..
ts rs
E T A 2 1
f T A 2 2
E T A*3
E T A 2 *
ETA2 t
E T A 2 6
F T A 2 7
t T A2tt
NXCINT
N X O D Y N
NXQDt R













1 • • J
\ ...
1 ...









































 » J < I « 1 2.1











 7 L'2 1
't.TD2?
1 7 02 A
F T Z t ? f «
r T D < ? « b
T70.C?, />
r T n < ? • > >
••• T D c ? • i >
= 1 70? P.
= » 7C2S
:• 70? 1C




























F 7 < T , 4
i: 7 (t , 7
r
 7 < 2 « K














1C \SlHf , «> 0 CO 0 . • < CN SL t K'-CNSl t-G > , 7 > • SL E WOS
<7.GT.uri«r
-PULSF ICLBK! ? , C L 8 X F U , C L 3 I ? H O « T ) ) « D O X O K
Vr PUt-T.£:<CNPXf'G»C*BXf 0,C*«f X«0»7 »«HOXON
= I'.7» Of
rriT SOLft f t A t R A Y S CON7ROLL1R
ilSLOr.rf'ULSF < A 1 SLK r. 1 1 3 POi; . , < Al SLFN-A1 SLFGI » T) « S A 3 L £ W
,50000. » U2SLF K-A2SLBC) ,T>«SASLF.W
1 N 7 F G < A ? C . L O N « A 2 S L R 7 » 0 . ) ) • ( ! . -SALOCK)





SSLFAO LLSA2,FI ISA2,LLSA2I.TAU1SA,TAU2SA .
FRPPA1=ERRSA1-KKRPSA«GM1D
F.RPPA2SERRSA2-KKRPSA-GM20
TH1=KSAKA«LLSA1«LL AGON * KKSA* f *PPAl «RPPON
T H ? r K S A K A * L L S A ? « L L A G O * * KKSA-F RPPA2«RPPON
COMMENT SCAN PLATFORM HINGE TORQUES
TH3s-KCL*CG»'3-COMCL>-BCL«&N3
CO»»«INT C T N L P A T l TUPN RAfP INPUT SI G.VALS
T R N T R ' j : P U L S L ( 2 Q * 0 * l ^ O C C . C « l R N T l C « T )
=1MTF Gl
T P N C O ? =
TR\'CO«« = TRNC01 * TRNC02 * THNC03
C w « * P t S T CLL IST IAL SE'JSCRS
I H r T A l = R F A L P H T A U S . A L P H l # T H T A l 1)
f«;RfiRl s - T H f l A J
U »sll»»JC.rS -
C 0 K * f N' T , «•••««••••••«••••*••«••«••«••••••«•••••••••««
•••••• TVC C C N T R O L L F R DYNAMICS SICT10N ••••••
COMPUTE GA«»HJl COMMANnS
S'AFAD
S G L C A O
LLX, f RRORULLX I .TAUILL»T4U?LL
LLT, |RPOR?»LLt I ,TAUlLL»TAU2LL
LL/«f R R O R 5 « L L Z I « T A U 1 L L « T A U ? L L
l - K K R P X * H A T f 1
; - K X R P Y « B A T f 2
? - K K R P ? * R A T f 3
C O E H R 1 = L L X « L L A C O N *
X«K V • L L A G O V * f RePH»KK * «l«tPPON
* FRPP f «KK Y «RPPON
» ERPP>
COHPUTF THF DF«:lREn TORQUES
T f ) € S R l = G A M X C « F C « S E N G K 3 I
T O E S R 2 = G A M Y C « F C * ^ E N G 1 < 3 )




CO««»«C\-T CC-PUTC GIM8AL DYNAMICS






GHR2D=LI*I NT CGHB2DD«0.«-G.17«5, 0.1745)
GI«Al=Ll«INT<GWA10»0.«-0.5235.C.b235>
GI M A2=L I KI NT «G*A2D«0.« -0.5235. 0.5235)
GI«PI=LININTCGNB1D«0.«-0.5235«0.5235)
CIMB2=Ll«INTCG*e2D»0.«-0.5235.0.5235)
CO«NFNT COMPUTE GlHBALLLO ENGINLS R E A C T I O N TORQUES ...
TAIL-MAGS-DOG (TWO! EFFECT OF GIHBALLINS ENGINES
T W 0 1 X = -1GFNG1«6*R100
TkPlT = -IGCKG1*<C»A10D«COS(G1HH1)-6"81D«6NA1D*SIN<6IKBI))
TW01Z = -tr,r.NGl«<G*AlDO«SINtGlKBl)»GPBlD«GMA10«COSC6I«Bl))
T W D 7 X = *IGENG2*6N&200
*IGF NG?*«GP A2DH«CO£ CGI "62) -GKb^D •GHA20*S1 NCGI«B2) )
-IGf NG?«<G*A2DC«SIN<GIKB?>»GWP20«GHA20«COS<GI«B2»
= TU01X *
T«DV = T W P I Y «
Twr? = Tr fC l * »
THRUST UP IN 2C St C
F C>»ALF sFC^2 .0
COMPUTE FORCf ANO TORQUF ON PUS
»
» * C O S ( G I M A l »
X = *f CHA i r *S IN (G IMA2 l
*A;>
!-Z I "COS IG1 •» A2 >




T*^ '.& 1 7 = • f « I Y •» F K'G 1(1 ) -» rt 1 1C • «E Nti 1 « 2 >
Tf •:&?« =
u ':
.ri"pjTE TORGUF ON s/c CFNTFR OF MASS
NC1I1 )*F[ilX
T F M G l Z = « F h l Y « S F N G l < l ) - F f a l X . S E N G l < 2 >
Tl. V G ? X = » r P ? 7 « S F N G 2 ( 2 ) - F H 2 Y » £ C « « G 2 C 3 )
3 )
= TF.« /GlV«TF.NG2Y*TynY
COM»»F.».T ••••*• TVC COf iTRCLLFR S E C T I O N END ••••••
•«•••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••«•••••
COHMFNT
CO«fEwT •••••• FLEX DYNAMICS •»••••
COPMTNT 1-OHCrS AND TORQUES ACTING ON BUS AND HINGES
$ T r m > = T B i





T R I 3 ) = T B 3
f M I 1 » = f ft <
1HOISTH3
vr TORUUCS ON s/c
i -• c i = ' T sc x * inisii
I'.-C.' =
r
Cu*""t"MT f P L V E F O R S Y S T f
CALL " ^ A T C l f . C . T H . T f ' t T S
A C C f U R A T I O N S
«FF •GH*G*D«G«DO«ET»FTQ« ,
S AN.O POSITIONS
f ^ A T f l = 1 M T F & I W I ' O I J } KK AIM I >
H a i r ? -ivuc.lwPUM D . K A T F ; I )
» A l t S =!«CTJ G I W D O T t ^) *P ATI '• 1 >
ALT hi =IM'_(. (R A T t l »ALPM11 )
f l ( .PM2 =f NTTf . i R A T f . - ' . A L f ^ 21.)




». i r- u =
rni? =
'Tit*
f T D I 4
K TDI^
FTf l l fe
f T r > 1 7
F
' r. < 1 1 D D 1
=1^-. & « r i c n c
=!M'f , II TOPI
=T \ T F G I t T O O !
= l N T F G « r T D D l
= I N T r o i F T D O I
= IMFG Cf. T O O !
= I N T f G I L T O P C
fT .D l l l= IVTFGICTDPI
1 , >
i » ; » >
1.2 >
l.O
l , S >
l,f >
1 « 7>




















L T A 1 1 = l N T F G ( e T 0 1 1 , 0.
E T A 1 ? =lNT r<JIET012 *0 .
F T A 1 3 = lNT fGILT013 .0.
FTA l< i = INTFG(FTD1* »0.
E T A l b =INTFGItTDl(=i ,0.
L T A 1 7 = INTFGIETD17 .0.
f T A l i a r lNTF&ICT018 .0.
E T A 1 9 =INTFGIET!>19 «0 .
LT A110=1NTFG«FT011 C«0.
F T A 1 1 4 = INTF.GIFT011*»0.
FTAl lb=INTLGIFT011b,0.
C T A 2 1 = INTLGICT021 ,0 .
E T A T 2 = INTFGIET022 .0.
E T A 2 3 =INTFG<ET023 «0.












: I N T C G
: ! N T C G
' I N T F G
:1NTCG
: I N T C G
: I N T C G
:1NTFG
:1NTCG
: I N T f G
1 N T F G
(CTOO«2*5>
(CTOO«?* f i >




















= I W T E 6 < E T 0 2 5 ,0.
=1NTE6«ET026 .0.
= 1 N T E G < C T 0 2 7 ,0.
= I N T E 6 « C T 0 2 8 ,0.
= ! M T t G « C T 0 2 9 ,0.
= I N T E 6 < C T 0 2 1 0 « 0 .
=INTE6ICT0211«0.
= I N T F 6 < E T D 2 1 2 , 0 .








r iN . . C O N T I N U E
R=M(QICB«1 .




PROGRAM THRFF AXES GAS CID FLEX 2 SOLAR PANELS UNOEPLOYED MAG BOOM
TVO DEGREE OF FREEDOM SCAN PLATFORM (BODY B3)
STOVEO HIGH GAIN ANTENNA
CONDITIONS AT TEMPLE 2 RENDEZVOUS
COMMENT
REVISED 04 NOV 79
METRIC UNITS THROUGHOUT .
BUS DATA FROM H. PRICE'S MOM PROGRAM
PANEL DATA FROM K. GUPTA'S FINITE EL MODEL (SPAR OCT 79)
NEON CAS JETS CONTROL LOOP WITH LEOLAG Oft KRP CNOV, 79)

















ET t ?* 1 5)
CKI2 .3 )
JTCUVI3)
CMSLV(3*J) *HINGLV(3*3) « TENPSU8)
MSl3*7 )































D A T A
D A T A
l O A T A
O A T A









DATA (>4S<I,J),J = 1,7>...




713.3 • 7.5 • 16.5 * *2.1
-50.133* -114. -«6.2«9«
«158.02* 0.00, 3.00* 176.818/
-158.02, 0.00* 0.00* 176.818/









VEC SPECIF LOCATION OF CM'S t H1NGES-IN S/C COORDINATES
/.3703, .0190, .6266 /
(C-SLVC1,J»,J=l,i>/ 0.00* *19.37645 ,»0.2/
(C^SLVC2«J)«J=1«3>/ 0.00, -19.^7645 ,»0.2/
<C^SLV(3,J)«J=1«3>/-1.3691* -0.370* -0.7893/
CHINGLV(1,J)»J=1,3)/ 0.00 ,0.03 «*0.2/
I"INGLVC2,J),J=1tl)/ 0.00 ,0.00 ,»0.2/
(WINGLV«3«J)«J=1,3)/-1.3691, -0.37C, -0.7893/
COMMENT
COMMENT JET CLUSTERS LOCATIONS - IN S/C COORDINATES
DATA JTC1LV /0.0,*1.27,3.21/ $ DATA JTC2LV /C.0,-l.27*3.21/
COMMENT
COMMENT HINGE ORIENTATIONS
DATA iGu,j),j=i.3>/ o.ococac,»i.ocaoco. O.OOOJOD/
DATA <G(?,J),J = 1,3>/ 0.000000,»1.000000, O.OOODOO/
DATA <&(J,J),J=1,5>/ 0.000000, 0 . OOOOOC »•»! .003000/





COMMENT RIGID ELASTIC COUPLING COEFFICIENTS
SPAR HOOEL ^Y K. GUPTA OF OCT 79
CONDITIONS AT TFMPLT 2 .RF. NOEZVOUS




















."7*. 7'". ^r *.0:97°,
-.?739^. .0*837,
DMA < f H f C ( l « J , H ) « J = l « t > « . K = 13.«lr. >/...
.11299,








. 0 u 1 3 7 ,
1 . «' 3 9 J C
-.11917, -.01331,
,?9f?3, .OK I 82. .'.TK. 3.7,
PAIA ((Rrr(?,j,K)\.i:i«t ),«,= :»i;
11.1R7V;, -.•)«o<>9tj, . ,C4f,r9,











cuMMr?<T pA\ r i«; F K C ^ u r \ c i c s t is M<:K
P4Tft (yfK.Ml ,J).J=1 ,lb>/...
. C . ? V 7 1 '. ,
, C.4103!»*- .,
?:)/...
, O.irtlt:! , C.lcti>..'7 ,
, 0.3:-92'-£, « 0.3-' 371 ?. ,

















































:. r 21 H i
0.45311fc , 0.<.7»













S F T S IMULATION TINL
*&<2t7)«nSC3»7





* • • •
EXHAUST AXIS > * •••



































D I S T U R B A N C E TORUUFS
TOIST1 = C.O • Tf.lST2=.209E-
INITIAL RATfS
RAT«"lI = t.O • RATC21=0.0





SOLAR A R R A Y
B-4
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••A















SET I N I T I A L CUNOI TIONS
AXIS1 A»IS? AXIS3
r t l S T U R B A N C E TORUUfS
T O I S T l r C . O • T t - l S T 2 = . 2 0 S E - * » T O I S T 3 = 0 . 0
IN IT IAL R A T T S
R A T r l I = i . O t « A T C 2 I = 0 . 0 * R A T L ' 3 1 - 0 . 0
INITIAL ANGULAR P O S I T I O N t R H O R S
ALPH l l ^C .O * A L P H 2 t = O . C • ALPH.M=0.0
TURN COKMANPS .
T R N T I « = 200 .00
S O L A K A R R A Y
S O L A R A R R A Y COMMANDS





C O N S T A N T
COMMENT
SCAN HLAT f t tRM
S C A N P L A T F O K M COKHANUS
SCANON=C.O • SLEWON=0.0 « BOXON =0.0












COMMENT COMPUTATION OF PB AND PS VECTORS AND CMB TO ENG VECTORS
00 LI K-lt3
R J T C l f K ) = J T C l L V < K ) - C M B L V C K > S R J T C 2 C K > s J T C 2 L V C K ) - C H B L V < K >
S J T C 1 ( K > - J T C 1 L V < K ) - C H S C L V C K ) * S J T C 2 < K > = J T C 2 L V < K > - C N S C L V C K )
P P ( 1 » K ) = H I N G L V « 1 » K » - C K B L V < K >
PH|? ,K )=H1NGLVC2«K) -CMBLV(K)








• ' . •
• DEFINE THE BUS FIXED AXES AS FOLLOWS: •
• —-..——_.—-_—_._—--..__- — -—_•_-_•——--——— *
• •
• AXIS3 = Z f ION ENGINE PLUME EXHAUST AXIS > *
• AXIS? = Y < SOLAR ARRAY AXIS 1 •
• AXIS1 = X ' *
• •»*•••*•• •*1 •••*•••••*••«*•
SFLECT THE MANEUVER BY ITS NUKBER
1 - TURN ENTIRE SPACECRAFT ABOUT AXISi
2. - TURN ENTIRE SPACECRAFT ABOUT AXIS2
3 - TURN ENTIRE SPACECRAFT ABOUT AX1S3
4 - TURN BUS ONLY ABOUT AXIS2
WHILE KEEPING ARRAYS ON THE SUN
5 - ACQUISITION OF CEL REFERENCES





CONST 6NT MANFUV £ 1.0
**•**•*• >••**••**••••*»•••••«
IF lSALOCK. l iT .C .9 ) r .ASLFW = f>.0
IF (SAPSUN.LT .0 .9»GO T O S A 1
S A L O C K = 0 .
SASLFU=P.O
SA1..CONTINUF ,
CONSTANT A1SLBG= 0.00 * A1SLF.N = bO.OO * A1 SLR T =0.0 04 38
CONSTANT A?SL8G= OiOO * A2SLCN= 50.00 • A?SLRT=0.00438
COMMENT , - .
COMfFNT SP CONTROL LOOP PARAMfTIRS ANR IC«S
CO»VSTANT KCL zl^O. « KCN =lbOO.
CONSTANT HCL = M'd.SQ • RCM = 220.25
COMMENT SCAN SFLCCTION '
IF (SL!. WON. GT .0.91 OOXON = 0.0
IF(SCANGN.f-T .0.9)00 TO SCI
H P X O N =
C O N S T A N T C L R A T r = 0 . r i 7 < » M « CNR ATI =0 .0 1 7453
C O N S T A N T CL^Lt'Or 0.00 • CLSL'FN = , 3 0 . O C
C O N S T A N T CNSL"C.= I t l O . O O « CNSLFN= 130.00
C O N S T A N T C L B » B l = - (1.0 * C L H » F G = 30.00
C O N S T A N T C L B X H 2 = 1 ^ . C O :
covsTflNT CNHxpf,=ii .uc « CNBXFQ= 15.00
CONSTANT ur>tND=f>u.op
CONSTANT TIMTL = 0.f OL'CC.O
CONSTANT PIF=3.14
•Mf NT SLT I N I T I A L SS, FILTEHt AND LL V A I U I S
FLSAl1=-ALPH7I«SAP$UN





T « T A 5 T = A L D M » I
I
F I L 7 I = - T M T f t «
L L X l = f I I X I
L L Y I = F I L V I
CO»*MFNT SF T UP PLOTTING INFORMATION
NOPLOT s .FALSE..
CONSTANT PLTNRRrO «...
S y l T C H = N F « » I N T
1 NF=?
= f!.
N X O O F R = r .








TRN10N=0.0 S TRN20N=0.0 * TRN30N=0.0
SAPSUN=0.0 t SCANON=0.0
MANNBR = MA.NFUV » .5
GO TO tHl »W2»M3»H%»H*> »Mfc) » MANNBR









SCA'jON=1.0 \ SLfWON = 0.0 $ BOXON-1.01
CQMNFNT ••*••••»•*•.».•••••••••.•••*••«•••••,••*••
COMMFVT •••••• GAS rONTROLLfR PARAMETERS ••••••
SPECIFY FILTCR«SftF LEAO-LACS« AND KRP PARAMETERS














SPfCIFY O T A O P A N O S DP2C ANn OB130 WHICH ARC
THf HTM ON TIME (20 HS > He AND TMF FULL-ON (ICO
CONSTANT DK2n = 4.36332E>3 • OP 100-8. 726A&C-3








TTONXIsO. t TTOKYl=0. * TTONZ=0.
COMMENT *••••• GAS CONTROLLLR PAKAMtTEKS tND •••••*
COMMENT »•••••»*•••••••»»••••••••*•••»••••••••••••**•
COMMENT •*•••• CELESTIAL SENSOR PARAMETERS ••••••••
. COVSTANt TAUS=1.0
COMMENT •••••• SA ANP SP CHARACTERISTICS •••••••••
SPfCIFY SA FILTER t S«F LEAH-LAGS « AND KRP PARAMETERS








= SITSA*SLOWLL* F K S A ' F A S T L L
T A U 1 S A = S T A U T A * S L O W L L « F T A U 1 A * F A S T L L
TAU2SA:STA.U?A*SLOWLL«FTAU2A*FASTLL«RPPON*99.
K S A K A s K S A * K A / 2 .














































































































































































V A R I A B L E T=TINIU
DIRPOY=NXOCFR-NXDERL
NXDERL=NXODF R
IF I N O P L O T ) CO TO N O S A V F
I f < T . C T . S W I T C H * C O T O I M T 2
Y E S P L T = P L T W < > R « I N T R V 1
r
-0 TO SL1
IM2. . C O N T I N U E
C H F C K P r P L T M H R * 1NTKVI
Y T S P L T = M W l N T
ML.
IF ITIKJ P . L T . Y C S P L T * CO TO NOSAVl
URITE f h ,FT> PLTN»R»T
W K I T T C b , F ^ >
00 SL? J = L?
L = P
00 SL2 K = l « 3 , ,
W R I T r < f e « F 2 > <r
F:>.. F O R M A T UX,bGl<>.8)
L=L»'>
.WRIT ! ( 6 * F 5 ) «ICH(N«NN>«MN=l«3>tN=l »2)
FJ.. F O R M A T < lv»3Gl* . f t>
I«- (T.GT. SWITCH)
NOSAVf.. CONTINUE
I F < T . C T . F I « J T I M I G O T O F I N
COMMLNT C A L C U L A T I O N C^ JLT EUUIVALFNT ON TIHf
PUCALT C*HXC. t '620«PUX»CI ,TPON»,ORlyC
PUCALC G A P Y C « D P 2 R * P W Y « C 1 « T P O N Y « O B 1 C 8
P W C A L C GA«/C.OP2CfPWZ,CLTPONZ.DB100
C O H M F M T
.CO*!*JNT MACRO TO CALCULATE PULSt WIDTH








CL5 .. C O N T I N U I "
t N O
OUTPUT rro «...
T R N C 0 2 « TRNC03*
B-10
MACRO REDEFINE: w.uo
UD=(Q(2 ) - ' J ) /Q (5 )
y = I N T E G < y D , Q < 3 > )
. o i l > = y » Q C 4 ) * u n
MACRO END







COMCL=INTFG< <CLSLON*CLBXON) «CLR ATE .0* >
NTFG( <CNSLON*CNBXON)*CNRATE«0.)
SOLAR ARRAYS CONTROLLER
AISLON=PULSE <A1SLHG.5000C.» tAlSLFN-AlSLBG) »T)«SASLLW
CO-SAl-f-ALPH^'SAPSUN^INTf. G<A1SLCN«A1SLRT,0. )>*U.-SALOCK)
A2SLON = PULSF (ArSL«G. 50000. .(A2SLEN-A2SLRG) »T)*SASLLU
.CO*»SA? = (-ALPH2«SAPi;uN»INtEG(A2SLON»A2SLRTt0.1>«<l.-SALOCK)
COMMENT SGLAR A R R A Y HINGE T C R Q U f C
ERRSA1=(COMSA:-GM1 )
FRRSA?=lCOfSA.?-GM2) •
F1LSA1=PE ALPL<TAUFCA»tRRSAl »FLSA1I »
FlLSA2sRrALPL(TAUFSA,ERRSA?,FLSA2I >




,THlrKSAKA«LLSAl«LLAGON * KKSA-ERPP A 1 «RPPON
TM2sKSAKA*LLSA?*LLAGO^ * KKSA«ERP»A2*RPPON
COMMENT SCAN PLATFOK" HINGE TORQUES
THJz-KCL«<GM3-COMCL>-BCL«GM3C
COKMEf jT GENERATE. TURN R A M P INPUT SIGNALS
T R K T R U = P U L S E < 0 . 0 « b O O O O . O « T R N T I M , T >
TRNC01 = I N T E G C TRN1 ON*TRN1RT «T»NTRU« 0 . )
TRNC02 = l M T F G C T R r . ' 2 0 N « T R N 2 R T « T R N T R U . O . )
TRNCO? = I N T E G « T R N . ? 0 » J « T 9 N 3 R T « T R N T P U . C . )
TR»JCOM = TRNC01 * TRNCU2 * TRNC03
COt*MFNT CELESTIAL SFNSORS
T H r T A l = R F A L P L « T A U S * A L P H l t T H T A l 1)
T M r T A 2 = P E A L P L « T A U S . A L P H 2 » T H T A 2 I )
T H E T A ? = R E A L P L < T A U S « A L P H 3 » T H T A 3 1 )
ERROR1=TRNC01 , -THETAl
- T H f T A ?
C O M M E N T •»•»••*••••••••••••••*•«•••••••••••••••••••••
COMMENT •••••• GAS CONTROLLER D Y N A M I C S SECTION ••*•••
COMMFNT COMPUTE GAMfIA COMMANDS
F l L X = R E A L P L ( T A U F t E R R O F ' l « F I L X l >
FILY=REALPL<TAUF,LRROR?,FILY!)
F lLZ=hFALPL(TAUF,EKROf (3«F IL2 I )
SSLEAD L L X « E K R O R U L L X l t T A U l L L « T A U 2 L L
SSLEAO L L Y , E R R O R 2 » L L Y I , T A U 1 L L « T A U 2 L L
SSLEAO L L Z * E R R O K 5 « L L Z I « T AU lLL tTAU2LL
























T T O f J X
RMEl
G*iD


























• T T O N Y
• R A T E ?
• GP2P.
• GK*Q
• T T O N Y

















• T T P N Z =








• T T O N Z =1.F














t T O ( l , l
E T D < 1 » 2
E T 0 (1 • 5
ETOU»*
F T P C 1 . 5





F T D i l .
I ' T O C l
• f TO U
FlOd
E T O f ? , ?
E T O ( 2 . 3
% F f D < 2 » 7 »
ETnc?»« i
E T O < 2 » 9 )
E T O ( 2 « i n
CTn«2«l l
^ r T O < 2 . 1 ?








= t T D l l
= t T D 1 2
= f T P 1 3
= T T 0 1 « »
= E T 0 1 « >
= F T 0 1 f a
= r : T f > i 7
= F T D 1 8
= E T P 1 « »
1 0 ) = F » D 1 1 3
U ) = f TD111
1 2 > = E T 0 1 1 2
1 3 ) = f T 0 1 1 3
1 « ) = F T D 1 1 «
l f > t - r i O H 5
1 > = F T D ? 1




= F T O ? 6
=f T027
G M < 1







fT< I t l
E T c 1 ,.?
E T d « 3
E T C 1 . 4
= E T A 1 1
-ETA12
S E T A 1 3
s E T A l *
= E T A 1 5
=ETAlb
= F T A 1 7
= E T A 1 8
= ET.A19
i E T C l . t
1 F T t l « 7
S C T O . 8 )
t ETC1 .9 )
* TTd ,10) = r T A 1 1 0
i t T I U l l ) = f TA111
S E T < 1 . 1 2 ) = C T A 1 1 2
f E T « U 1 3 ) = * : T A 1 1 3
1 E T I 1 « 1 » ) = E T A 1 1 «
S E T C 2 . 1 ) = » T A 2 1
1 t T C ? » D = t T A 2 ?
V F T < 2 , 3 ) = F T A 2 3
* E T < 2 » 4 ) = E T A 2 *
» ETI2»b) = E T A 2 b
1 E T < 2 « « « ) = E T A 2 b
t E T < 2 « 7 I = T T A 2 7
t E T t ? « a > = E T A ? 8
= F T O ? 9 $ ETI? ,9» = E T A 2 9
=ETP210 « E T « 2 « 1 0 ) = E T A 2 1 0
=
 rTD?ll « FT<2,11)=ETA2-11
= f T D 2 1 ? S E T « ? , 1 2 ) = E T A 2 1 2
=LTD213 * . r T < 2 « 1 3 ) = E T A 2 1 3
= FT021.4 » r T C 2 » l « ) = E T A 2 1 «
=KT021b 5 rT (2 , lb ) rETA21b






COHHCNT TOROUrS ON S/C
TSC1. = TSCX «• TDIST1
TSC2 = TSCY * TOIST2
TSC3 = TSCZ * TOIST3
COMMENT

























ETD11 =INTCG«ETQDC1 > ,0.



































































I N T E G ( E T 0 2 b ,0.)
INTEG«ET02b ,0. )








GAMXC=LLX«KX*LLAGON » ERPPX'KK X *RPPON
GA1YC=LLY«KY«LLAGON * ERPPY«KKY*RPPON
GA*ZC=LLZ*K7*LLAGON * ERPPZ«KKZ*RPPON









T J T C 1 Z = * F B 1 Y « R J T C 1 ( 1 ) - F P 1 X « R J T C 1 ( 2 )
T J T C 2 X = * F B 2 Z « P J T C 2 C 2 ) - F H 2 Y * R J T C 2 ( 3 )
T J T C 2 Y = - F n ? Z « R J T C 2 ( l ) » c B 2 X « R J T C 2 « 3 )
T J T C 2 Z = * F B 2 Y « R J T C 2 < 1 ) - F B 2 X * R J T C 2 < 2 )
T P X = T J T C 1 X « - T J T C J ? X
T P Y = T J T C 1 Y * T J T C 2 Y
T P Z = T J T C 1 Z * T J T C 2 Z
COMPUTt TORQUF ABOUT S/C CENTER OF MASS
TJTC1XS*FB1Z«SJTCU2)^FB1Y*SJTCH3)
TJTC1Y=-FP1Z*SJTC1(1)*FB1X*SJTC1(3>
TJTC1Z=*FRIY«SJTC1 ( 1 >-FBl X« SJTC 1 (2 )
. TJTC2X=»FR?7«SJTC212 ) -FB2Y«SJTC2<3 )
T J T C 2 Y = - F P 2 Z « S J T C 2 ( 1 ) * F B ? X * S J T C ? < 3 )
T J T C ? Z = * F P 2 Y « S J T C 2 ( 1 ) - F B 2 X * S J T C 2 ( 2 )
T S C X = T J T C . 1 X + T J T C ? X
T S C Y = T J T C 1 Y * T J T C 2 Y
T S C Z = T J T C 1 Z * T J T C 2 Z
COMMENT GAS EXPENDITURES
T T O N X = IMTEG< AB S C T P C N X I ,TTOKXl )
T T O N Y = I N T E G ( A 8 S « T P O N Y ) , T T O N Y I I
XGASGR=GASFAC«FONr .JT«TTONX
Y G A S G ' J s G A S F A C ^ F O N E JT*TTONY
7 G A S G R = G A S F A C » F O N E J T « T T O N Z
T G A S G R = X G A S G R « Y G A S C R * Z C A S G R
T •••••• GAS CONTROLLFR SECTION END •*•**•
COMMENT ••«•••••••«••«•••••*•••*••••
CO"MrMT «*•*•• FLEX DYNAMICS ••••••






PROGRAM THREE AXES RUH CIO FLEX 2 SOLAR PANELS UNOEPLOYt0 HAG BOOH
TWO DEGREE OF FREEDOM SCAN PLATFORM (BODY 83)
STOWED HIGH GAIN ANTENNA
CONDITIONS AT TEMPLE 2 RENDEZVOUS
COMMENT
REVISED 10 OCT 79
METRIC UNITS THROUGHOUT
BUS DATA FROM H. PRICE'S «OM PROGRAM
.PANEL DATA FROM K. GUPTA'S FINITE EL MODEL CSPAR OCT 79)
REACTION WHEEL CONTROL LOOP (SEP 79)









































OATA MB.... , '
71824.3C4, 2635.641', 1769.269* -53.133,, -114.634* -46.249* 1756.4747
DATA <MS(l«JUJsl«7>...
722084.00, 234.61, 21876.00, +158.02, 0.00* O.OC, 176.8187
OATA (MS(2,J>,J:l,7)...
722064.90, 234.61, 21876.00, -158.02* 0.00* 0.00* 176.A187
DATA (MSI3«J),J=1,7>...
713.3 , 7.5 , 16.5 * +2.1 * -0.2
COMMENT
COMMENT PCS VEC SPECIF LOCATION OF CH»S I





















OATA (G(1,J)*J=1,?)7 0.000000*+1.000000* O.OOC0007
DATA (G(?,J),Jrl,3)7 0.000000,+1.000000• 0.0000007
DATA (G(3,J),J=1,3)7 0.000000* G.000000«+l.0000007
DATA IGI4,J),0=1,3)7 0.000000,+1.000000, 0.0000007
COMMENT
B-13
CT029 - 1 N T F G < E T D D « 2 « 9 >
tT0210=]
CT0211=1
( F T O D t ? t l O
= 1 M F G < E T O O < ? , 1 2
E T 0 2 1 ? =









E T 4 2 1 1 = I N T F G « E T D 2 1 1 » 0 .




























DEFINE THE BUS FIXED AXES AS FOLLOWS:
AXIS? = Z < ION ENGINE PLUME EXHAUST AXIS I.












SELECT THE MANEUVER BY ITS MUMPER
1 - TURN ENTIRE SPACECRAFT ABOUT AXIS1
2 - TURN ENTIRE SPACECRAFT ABOUT AXIS2
3 - TURN ENTIRE SPACECRAFT ABOUT AXIS3
* - TURN BUS ONLY ABOUT AX1S2
WHILE KEEPING ARRAYS ON THE SUN
5 -ACQUISITION OF CEL REFERENCES












COMMENT RIi-IO ELASTIC COUPLING
SPAR MODEL RY K» GUPTA





FOR THF. 2 PANELS .,
-11.18700, .06995, - .o4&29»
-.51909, -.09919, .08782,
-3.13480, .08922, -.19750,
'" -.132P2, -.01158, 9.57620,
.80208, .06203, .11/83,
1.46380, - .04164, - .C25C3,





-.?3C45, .0145?, .C3C38 ,
P A T A « R E C < 1 « J « K ) , J = 1 « 6 ) , K = 13«1
.81469, - .00625, .OC957 ,
-.11917, -.01331, -.03352,
.29823, .00182, .C0037.
f U T A C ( f ? T C < 2 , J , K ) , J=l «6J «K = 1.1 2
-11.18700, -.C6Q95, .04629,
-.S1909, .:-^919, . -.08782*




.15877, .00148, - .ncs85.
.066C7., - .00457 , -.01928,
.07672, - .C0979 , -.02564,
.5*915, - .9226C. -.iOf-15,
-.?7393, -.00837, -.R2850,
-.23045, - .C1450* -.C3038,
D A T A ( < R E C C 2 , J » K ) , J = 1 . 6 ) , K = 1 3 , 1
.81469. .On62 ' - , - .OCV57 ,
-.11917, .01331, . .03352,
,?9fl23. -.00182. - . O O C 3 7 ,
C O M M E N T
-.55239,
1 .02460.










5) /. . .
. C 0 6 1 8 ,
-.05150,
.00137,
) / . . .
-.55239,
l . u 2 4 6 C ,
-2 .2l r .7Q,















. a 3 2 <-. 9 ,
-.65980,
. 0 4 0 0 4 ,
-1 .37720,





C . 2 5 4 6 Q ,







- . 0 4 0 0 4 ,
1.37720,



















11 .24900, . .
-1.51860,..
-2.39780.'












































C O M M E N T P A N E L S F R E Q U E N C I E S ( I N H E R T Z ) A N D D A M P I N G
C A T A < > i F H Z C 1 » J I » J = 1 »15)/...
C.065?26 . 0 .126145 , 0.192507
0.261074 , 0.32S294, , 0.333713
0.378027 • 0.?937*8 « 0.410395
0.453118 • 0..47R315 . 0.501820
D A T A < W F H / < ; > , J » , J = I ,15 I/...
C.06«:?2fc . 0.126145 , C. 192507
O.?61074 . 0«.%29?96 « 0.333713
^» " .373C27 . 0 . 5 9 5 7 4 R , 0.410395
0.453116 . 0.478315 . 0. 501820
D A T A < 7 F I 1 , J ) « J = 1 , 1 5 » / 1 5 « O . C . 0 4 /
D A T A ( Z M 2 , J > « J = 1 , 1 5 ) / 1 5 « O . C O > /
00 L2 K s l . l f
v
 V F < 1 . K J = W F H ' « 1 ," ) .2 .«PIF
y r < 2 . < * = W F H 7 < . ' * . ' * > « 2 . « P I t
L?.. C O N T I N U E











, . . .
, . . .
. . . .
COHHENT

















* SLEUONsG.Q * 80XON=1.0
COMMENT
COWMt NT •••••••••••••••«•••••••••••••*••••••••••
COMMENT ••••*• RUH CONTROLLER PARAMETERS •















,lKW = 0.08f-81 17
K««rO.C003177






W R W X I = 0 .
W H U Y I = , 0 .
RWH CONTROLLER PARANfTER END
MT. VT
••••••
•••••••• •• •• •••••••••••••••••*•••.•••••••••••
COHMENT CELESTIAL SENSOR PARAHtTERS
COVSTAKT TAUS=1.0
CO«"1ENT SA AND SP CHARACTERISTICS
COMMENT SOLAR ARRAY SELECTION
IF lSALOCK. t .T .O.«»>SASLf W = O.D
I F<SAPSUN.LT .O . ' »»GO TO SAI
S A L O C K = O . ,
S A S L l ' W - O . O
SAl..CO' l 'TINUF
CONSTANT A1SLBG= C.OO .. A1SLEN= 50.00 • A 1 SLRT=0. OC438
CONSTANT A.T.LBf.s 0.00 • A?SLtM= 50.00 • ATSLRT =0. 00438
COMMENT





^ItOO. • KCN -1500.
= 14H.50 t BCN = 220.25
slb.OO t KSA2 =15.00
r R5.05 • BSA2 = 83.0b
COMMENT SCAK SELECTION
IF ISLFUON.CT .0 . 9»BOXON=0 .0























CNB*HG=11.00 • CNBXFO= 1S.OC « CNB«MD=2.00
1C-4
C O N S T A N T
CPNIfNT
• • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • •^• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • *
• SIT S I H U L A T I O N T I P f •
« _ - _ _ - - _ - - - _ _ _ _ - - - - -
F I N T 1 M = !«»«».9V*
* * • • » • * « « « « * « « « • « « « • • « « « « « « « « • « • * * * « « • « « • * * « « • * •
• SI T IM1IAL C O N D I T I O N S
! « « • • * « • • • • • <
A X I S l A X I S . A X I S . )
COM? T ANT
C O \ S T A M T
i 0«*H» NT
C O N S T A N T
m\ST ANT
C O N S T A N T
NT
C O N S T A M T
U I S T U R » ' A \ C l T O K Q U t S
I M T 1 AL K A 11 S
K f t T S 1 I • ..C » HAU 01 =0.0 <
I N I T I A L <1M.:iLAN t US 1 ! I ON f KH OK S
5 - 0 * 0
R A T t .M=0.0
TUKN
T R N
T R N t K T
S<HAK A K K A Y
S O L A K A K K A Y CO*«*ANOS
S A P S U N - I . O • sA io rN=r .u * S A S L I W - I . O
S C A N r i A T f O K I
C O N S T A N T
C O M M I NT .
SCAN P L A T f O K " COfPANPS
= 1.0
i • «•• ••«••• i • •««••«•••••«.. • « « « * « 4 . « . « * « « *
1KMOK: -.0 » I
fAPSl iK '=C.C i S
•»ANf;!'R - "AM l»V • . .r-











































































































































































COMMENT SET UP PLOTTING INFORMATION
, NOPLOT = .FALSE.














IF INQPLOT> GO TO MOSAVE •' \
If IT.GT.SHlTCMI GO TO 1NT2 5
YrSPLT=PLTNOK«INTRVt ^
PO TO SI 1
I*T2.. CONTINUF
ChrCKP=PLTNPR«INTRVl ' '



















TRNCOl t TRNC02* TRNC03,







CLBXON=<PULSE«CL8XH1,CL6XFO«CLBXWO«T) . . .
-PULSE <CLBXB2,CLBXFOtCLBXyD,T»*BOXON
CNBXON= PULSE<CNBXP6»CN8XFG«CNBXyO«T»«80XON
C C M C L = I N T E G C < C L S L O N * C L B X O N ) * C L R A T E t O . >
COMCN:1N?EG( tCNSLON*CNBXON)«CNRATE»0. )
COMMENT SOLAR A R R A Y S CONTROLLER
A l S L O N = P U L S E C A l S L P G » 5 C O O O . t (Al SLF N-A1SLBG) « T I*SASLEU
Cr *SA l = ( -ALPH2«SAPSUN*rNTEG<AlSLON«AlSLRT«C.»*< l . -SALOCK>
A?SLOMsPULSE»A?SLPG«50000.»<A2SLEN-A2SL8G) ,T>*SASLEM
Cr.«SA? = ( - *LPM2*SAPSUN*INT! :G<A2SLON«A2SLRT»0. )>«< l . -SALOCK»
COKMFNT SOLAR A K R A Y HINGE T O R Q U E S
T h l s - K S A l « « G M l - C O M S A l )-
SCAN PLATFUK* HINGF TORQUES
= -KCL««G««5-CO««CL)-BCL*C»«30
G F N E R A T E TURN RAHP INPUT SIGNALS
T R \ ' C 0 2 = I N T F G < T S N 2 0 N . * T * ; N 2 R T * T « t N T R U » 0 . )









«*••«• RUH CONTROLLER DYNAMICS SECTION ••«*«*
R A T E * P O S I T I O N CONTROLLER
CrFR« l=FRRORl -KRPX«RATE l
COERRPs ERROR ?-Kr4PY«R A T E ?
COFRR?sERKOR3-KRP2« l»ATE?
T r » E S R X = K X * C O E R R l * J R y « « - K A T r 3 « T A C H W Y * R A T E 2 * T A C H t f Z >










































































VGM2 • 1.E —8 ••••
,GM2
F T O U « 1 )
E T O ( 1 « 2 >
F T O ( 1 « 3 )
E T D < U 4 >
LTD(U5)
F T O t l « t >
E T O « 1 » 7 )







E T O ( 1 « 1 1 ) = F T 0 1 1 1
? I T D < l , 1 3 ) = r T 0 1 1 3
E T D ( 2 « 1 )
F T O < 2 , 2 )
E T O « 2 , 3 )
F T O C 2 , 4 >
E T O C 2 , ? )
= F T 0 2 1
:CT02.?
:F.T023
F T D < 2 , 7 >
E T O C 2 , 8 >
E T O C 2 , 9 >
F T O < 2 , 1 0 :
rT042« l l !
ETOC2.12 !






















F T d f b
ETCl t ' .
t T < 1. 7
tT« l , 8
F.T«1,9) =




E T C 1 * 1 4 > :
ET« l f l b ) :
E T < 2 « 1 ) =
F T < 2 » 2 > :
E T C 2 » 3 > ^
E T « 2 t 4 ) =
E T ( 2 « 5 > =
F T C 2 » b ) s
E T < 2 » 7 > :
f. U2,8» :
ET«2,9> :
F T « 2 » 1 D » :




















F T A 2 8
F T A 2 9
FTA211




























































































































































































































































































































































= lNTt !G(FT021 ,»0.
= INTFGIETD«?2 ,0.
















V H X s S G R T < A B S < V L X » « S I G N « l . « V C X )
VMYrSQRT C A B S <VLY»«SIGM<1.«VC»
VHZ=SORf <ABS<VLZ»*SIGM1..VCZ)
T R t f 2 = K M « V M Z « A B S < V M Z )
W « * W Y = I M T E G < T S W Y / J R y , W R W Y I )
W R W Z = I W T f G f TRyZ/JR«»URMZI l
T A C H y x = y R y X - R A T E l
T A C H W Z = y R y Z - R A T E 3
T P X = - T R t a X - J P W « < - R A T E 3 « T A C H W Y * R A T C 2 « T A C H y Z >




••••*•COMHFNT ••••*• RWH TONTROLLLR DYNAMICS f.HQ
COHMcNT
CO^MFNT •••••«••»»»•»•*»•»••»»**•«»•
COMMr»JT ••«••• FLEX D Y N A M I C S ••••*•
COM*?CNT F O R C f S AND TCRQUtS ACTING ON BUS AND HINGES
TBlsTPx*TDISTl * TB<1»=TB1
= T P Y - » T P T S T 2 S T P ( 2 » = TP2
= T t»Z«TDIST i $ TB(3 I=TB3
FH(3»=rM?
COMMENT
SOLVF FOR SYSTEM ACCELERATIONS
CALL HR6Tr(NCt TH,TB»TStFBtFS«TF,FF,GM,GKD«GMDD»ET»ETD, .
WO»yDOTtrTDD,HMfCK>
COMMENT







=INTET,(RATE1 tALPHl I )
=1VTF.G(RATE?»ALPH2I)





r lNTf&CP/Dt l .OOCl
















WRITE (6«F3) CNSCLV , .
COMMENT COMPUTATION OF PB ANO PS VECTORS AND CMB TO ENG VECTORS
DO LI K=l»3
RJTC1<K)=JTC1LV<K)-CMBLV(K> I RJTC2CK>=JTC2LV<K>-CNBLV<K>















DEFINE THE BUS FIXED AXES AS FOLLOWS: *
....._....-......-__.--...^... -_.-__.' *
AXISJ = 2 « ION ENGINE PLUME EXHAUST AXIS ) •
AXIS? = Y < SOLAR ARRAY AXIS ) •
*'
AXIS1 = X •
'•»»••*••»«**»••••••»»•*•*••• >••»**•«**••••••
SELECT THE MANEUVER BY ITS NUKBER
1 • TURN ENTIRE SPACECRAFT ABOUT AXIS1
2 - TURN ENTIRE SPACECRAFT ABOUT AXIS2
3 - TURN ENTIRE SPACECRAFT ABOUT AXIS3
4 - TURN BUS ONLY ABOUT AXIS2
WHILE KEEPING ARRAYS ON THE SUN
5 - ACQUISITION OF CEL REFERENCES












-- . "••• '.
